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THE RE4~TTONSHTP AMONG SEA SURFACE ROUGHNESS VARTATTONS. 
OCEANOGRAPHTC ANALYSES. AND ATRBORNE REMOTE 
SENSTNG ANALYSES 
By 
George F. Oertel. 
and 
Terry L. IJade" 
TNTRODUCTTON 
Ba~kground and PurpoAe 
Tmaging radars are artive devires that sense the environment with 
short-wavelength ele~tromagnet1r waves. As artive nensors. radars provide 
their own lllult .. nation in the m1.rrowave region of tile elertrClmagnetir sper-
trum and thus are not afferted by diurnal rhanges in emitted or rt!fle~ted 
radiation from the Earth's surfare. S~de-looking radars (SLAR's) utilize 
the Doppler history (rhange of phase) assoe-iated with the motion of the 
alrrraft and rerord ')oth the phase and the amplit1ude of the barksl'attered 
energy. Synthetir ap,:!rture radar (SAR) Is a roherent airborne or spareborne 
radar th~t URes the motion of a moderately broad physic-al antenna beam to 
synthesize a very narrow beam that provides high resolution along trark. A 
lark of suffil'ient "sea t.ruth" data makes it impossible to rompletely 
explain large ba~ksratter (0 ) differenres in SEASAT-SAR data obtained from 
o 
ad.1arent surfal'e water. Low 0 areas may be produred by ralm (lark of 
o 
surfare wind) snd sUrk areas. whereas high (0 ) may be produred by gravity 
o 
waves and other surfal'e roughness phenomena. Some barksratt.er differenres 
may be raused by oc'ean fronts that illustrate both inrreased and derreased 
zones of roughness • 
.. Assoriate Professor. Dapsrtment of ~eanogt':lphy. Old Ibminion University. 
Norfolk. Virginia 23508. 
** Assistant Professor. Dapsrtfi:ent of ~eanography, Old lbminion University. 
Norfolk. Virginia 23508. 
'1 ,. 
The purpose of the October 7-9. 19dO Fronts experiment was to ascertain 
whether the SAl{ is able to ima:"e larg~scale estuarine an<1 oceanic teatures 
such as fronts and to explain the electromagnetic interaction between SAl{ 
and the individual surface front teatures. The oceanographic objective 0f 
the investigation was to interpret temporal and spatial surface layer phe-
nomena associated with estuarine fronts 1n order to gauge the significance 
of frontal features observed in SEASAT and airborne SAR and SLAR imagery. 
The objectives included both the examination of frontal features to resolve 
the causes of the observed patterns in the radar scenes as well as interpre-
tat ion of these images to assess the potential importance of SAR and SLAR 
imagery to oceanographers engaged in various disciplines requiring informs-
t ion on mixing. 
To better understand the study's lIIission, we IIIUst define the signifi- , 
I cance of fronts and mixing and how they relate to our study area in the Chesapeake Bay. Water masses tram upper Chesapeake Hay, the York I{iver, the 
James River, and the Atlantic Ocean converge at the entrance to the Bay. 
The mixing ot thes~ water masses 1S inhibited by boundary con~itions called 
"fronta." Fronts that are commonly observed in the bay entrance are some-
times accompanied by visible foam lines, slicks, 0r "peculiar" capillary 
ripples (fig. I), but little is known about their stability or temporal and 
spat ial distribut ion. The maintenance ot estuarine fronts is closely 1nflu-
enced by the lateral shear across the frontal interface (ref. 1). Frontal 
type shear between water masses also may result from variations in bathy-
metry and tidal flow. 
The entrance waters on the north side of the Bay are influenced by 
three channels and three shoals. During s,ecific stages of the tide this 
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Figure 1. Sc..hE:m;Jtic diagram of a frontal system illustrdting 
c()n':E:rgE:n t surf ace curren t;,. 



















1nfluen~e results in the temporary development of frontal boundaries. Con-
vergent surfare ~urrents at fronts are effertive in ar.rumulating and rom-
pressing buoyant rertir.ulate and dissolved matter (flg. 1). The ralm areas 
adja~ent to fronts are raused by the ar.cumulation and compression of hydro-
I 
~ rarbons and surfare artive materials. Garrett (ref. 2) determined that if surfare ar.tive organi~ materials are r.ompressed (at the sea surfare) with 8 
forre of 0.5 to 1.0 dyne/rm, they form a "s1irk" rapable of damping r.apll-
lary waves. Pressures that have been identified as being ~apable of com-
pa~ting surfar.e ar.the materials indude langmuir drculat.ion (refs. 3,4), 
internal waves (ref. 5), wind stress against a barrier (ref. 6), the dis-
r.harge of a river into the sea (refs. 7-10), and thermp~haline gradients 
(refs. ll-13). 
Location and Or.eanographie. Sampling Srheme 
The experiment was r.ondurted at the entran~:; to the Chesapeake Bay 
where fronts were observad to or.r.ur on a somewhat regular basis. Two inter-
artive elements of the experiment involved airborne measurements and o~eano-
graphi<' measurements. The airborne effort C'onsisted of data r.oller.tion by 
synthetir. aperture radar (SAR) housed in ~S. Marine F-4 aircraft and real 
aperture SLAR in U. S. Army Mohawk aircraft. Four flight lines for the Octo-
ber mission at the Chesapeake Bay entranr.e are shown in figure 2. The NASAl 
Wallops airr.raft P-3 was a multi-instrumental vehir.le that flew repetitive 
flights across five transect lines in the Bay entranC'e area (fig. 3). A 
tot!l of 89 transects were flo~ during the October 7-9, 1980 Fronts exper-
iment. A variety of sensors were used to evaluate surfaC'e roughness and 
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Figure 3. NASA/Wallops P-3 aircraft flight lines. 
6 
color a. well a8 temperature and .allni~y. In.trument. hou.ed on the NASAl 
Wallop. po. 3 aircraft inc luded: 
1. a Doppler 8catterometer, 
2. a l3.9-GHz .catterometer, 
I 3. an lrband radiometer, 
~ 4. airborne oceanographic lidar (AOL), 
5. surface contour radar (SCR), 
6. a PRT-S, 
7. both vertical and side-looking video cameras. 
The involvement of the Department of Oceanography at Old Dominion Uni-
versity included: 
1. experimental design, 
2. oceanographic data collection, 
3. analyses of oceanographic data, 
4. editing of 3S-mm and video data, and 
5. registr.ation of visually observed fronts. 
\1 




and geological oceanography. 
• Cross-frontal surveys (coincident with dat.a collection flights) were 
made of water column characteristics that have a potential impact on surface 
roughness. Of particular interest was the relationship between suspended 
solids and surface active materials and hydrocarbons. Samples collected 
along the transects were analyzed for: 
1. total suspend~d matter (TSM), 
2. ~otal suspended organics (TSO), 
7 
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3. total aU8pended inorganics (rsI), 
4. particle shape and aurface area (PSSA>, 
5. particle .ize diatributions (PSO>, 
6. di.solved hydrocarbons (OH), 
7. absorbed hydrocar.bons (AH}, 
ij. particulate organic car~on (POC>, 
9. dissolved organic carbon lOOC>, 
10. total organic c6rbon (roc>, 
11. chlorophyll-a, 
12. sur face tens ion, 
13. temperature, 
14. salinity, and 
15. horizontal current. 
Frontal shear and convergence flow were obtained by tracking neutrally 
buoyant drifters with both a Loran-C equipped boat and a camera-equipped 
hp.licopter. The sampling scheme provided registration for the airborne 
experiments and samples were taken to analyze the chemical and physical 
parameters that may influence water surtace roughness at water mass bou'l-
daries. Sampliug was conducted during a four-hour interval each day, which 
bracketed the period of maximum ebb velocity and outwelling of Chesapeake 
Bay water. During the three-day experiment the R/V Linwood Holton and two 
support boats analyzed six different fronts in the entrance to the 
Chesapeake Bay. The R/V Linwood Holton collected data 30 to SO m to the 
left and right of each tront. Eight oceanographic measurements were made at 
depths throughout the water column, and water samples were taken to conduct 
an additional eight or nine different analyses on each sample. One of the 
8 
lupport boatl followed a limilar lamplin, pattern with the addition ot 
.amplel taken at the frontal bound_~i' Howe'/er, only lurface microlayer 
sample. were collected. The .econd support boat worked with a helicopter to 
make convergence and .hear mea.urement. at frontal boundariel. The boat 
relea.ed a line of card. acro •• the front and the helicopter recorded their 
I 
~ pOlition and relative .pacing by Lor~: C and photography, re.pectively. The 
magnitudes of convergent flow and Ihear aero .. frontl were mea,vi'ed to de-
termine the relative .trength. of front.. Surface microlayer I.~le. were 
of particula~ importance for e.timating increases in the conc.ntration of 
surface active material.. Surface ten8ion, which il decreased by an in-
creale of the surface active fraction of total organic carbon (TOC), w~' 
determined beca' ~e ~f its relation.hip to slick formation and wave damp-
ening. 
Measurement of total organic carbon l10C) and surface tension lowering 
in selected frontal zones indicates that surface activ~ organic materials 
are present at the air-sea interface. Also, general increases of Toe and 
surface tension lowering closer to the fro~tal interface indicate that co~ 
pressional forces associated with frontal systems are concentrating surface 
active organic materials and that slick~ are sometimes formed. The presence 
of slicks I'aused by hydrocarbons and surfac..e active materials affects the 
surface wave field, which may also influence radar backscatter (ref. 14). 
Although a variety of surface phenomena and combinations of surface phenom-
ena are often described as fronts, prominent frontal boundaries generally 
have foamlines and increased roughness caused by capillary ripples. Less 
prominent frontal boundaries had linear zones of "slick" water surface. The 
mere presence of a slick, color, or turbidity change does not always indi-
J 





~ate the prelen~e of a true dynami~al front (1.e., water mall boundariel 
i ,.ultrat1ns Ihl!4r and ~onvergen~e). 
Tn all, 2,000 analyses were ~ondu~ted to ~hara~terize the lpatial and 
temporal variabilitiea aalo~iated with water maaa boundarie •• 
Suspended soUds were filtered onboard ship tmmedtately following 
sample ~olle~t1on using Cof!lman type AlE glass fiber fUters that had been 
prewaahed, pre-ignited and preweighed. Filters were weighed on a Met.t.ler 
balan~e to an arrura~y of 0.1 mg. Mi~roa~opi~ analysis of ea~h filt.er was 
performed to determine t.he absen~Q or relative abundan~9 of ea~h of the 2S 
most prominent parti~le type~. Con~entr8tions of TSO and TST were d~ter-
mined by weight loss after ignition of t.he filters for 2 hr at. 400 0 c. 
Parti~le size analysis was done within 24 hr of roller.tion using a 
Model TA TT Coulter Counter. Fa~h sample was analyzed for 150 s using .1 400 
~m apert.ure tube that provided a size range of 5 to 200~. Ea~h analysis 
produ~ed a size distribut.ion histogram, a total ~ount of parti~les, and a 
pe~l'ent volume of the total population for ea~h ot 16 different size 
~lasses. 
Chlorophyll-a samples were filtered onboard ship and then wrapped in 
foil and stored at _50 C. Samples obtained for TOC determination were also 
stored at _5° C until analysis r.ould be ~ompleted. 
An Ende<'o rurrent meter was used to obtain ~urrent speed and direr.tion, 
temperature, and salinity measurements at ea~h station. 
The ODU-l colle~ted microlayer and subsurfa<'e water samples from sta-
tions lorated on either side of ea~h front. M1~rolayer samples were taken 
using a 16-mesh stainless steel srreen developed by Garrett (ref. 15) whirh 
effe~tively samples the t.op 150 to 300 ~m of the sea surfa~e. Subsurfa<'e 
10 
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.amp1e. were taken by immer.ing a 500 ml Erlenmeyer f1a.k approximately 
20 rm below the .urf.~e. 
Surfare ten.ion WI .. mea.ured by the spreadi"g drop t.erhnique (ref. 16). 
Slngle drop. of 011 (of decre •• lng .urfare ten.ion) were relea.ed onto the 
H20 .urfare unt.U the drop ju.t: .pread ag,d".t t.he in altu ftJ~ pressure. 
Mea.urem~nt. of ronvergenre and .hear in the front.a1 region were arrom-
p1i.hed by re1ea.ing numoered drifter rard. from the O.prey and t.rarklng the 
posit.ion of the rard. In both a relative and ab.o1ute manner. Trarking wa. 
made with Loran C and photography from a hovering hellr opter. Surfare 
bu~ket sample. were taken when the drifter rard. were retrleved. Water 
samples from the ODU-l and ~~ were returned to the Holton for ana1ysls. 
DATA DESCRTPTTON 
Tn all, 12 features with frontal rherarterist1rs were observed in the 
northern part of the Chesapeake Bay entranc'e (fig. 4). 
Salinity gradients arross boundaries ranged from 0 0/00 per 50 m to 4.0 
°/00 per 50 OJ. Il!ta from six different frontal boundarles were a"alyzed; 
however, only one front Benera1ly illustrated a high salinity gradient with 
partially stratified water south of the boundary and mixed water north of 
the boundary. Other fronts that had weak salinity gradients had Q wide 
range of "urbidlty gl..!dients. surfare tension depression, and C'onvergent'e 
ar4 shear chararteristlrg. These fronts appeared to be spatially and temp-
orally controlled by bathymetry and tidal currents, respectively. During 
the study period, the sa,Unity fr nt was generally assodated with the Nine-
Foot Shoal South (NFSS) front. However, during other periods of the year it 
was observed farther to the south. Bathymetrirally controlled fronts gener-
11 
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Figure 4. Front locations. 
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ally evol.. I ~t the m.ugin. of rhanneh or shoals during the maximum speeds 
of the ebbing tide. Sinre the tidal wave at the entranre to the Chesapeake 
Bay is 11 progresshe wave, the maximum speeds approximately rorresponded t.o 
the periods of high and low water, and bathymetrirally rontrolled fronts 
I 
~. generally only o('rurred within several hours of high or low water. The 
stability or strength of a frontal boundary was estimated by the magnitude 
of the shear arross to boundary and the magnitude of ronvergent flow. 
Fronts with strong dynamir boundaries had illustrated narrow b".lds of rough 
water, whereas weak fronts had only foam or slirk zones. Some of these 
surfirial phenomena were not assoriated with true dynamiral fronts (i.e., 
water mass boundaries illustrating shear and ronvergenre); however, the dis-
tinrtion between fronts and "false" fronts may be an important result of i 
this experiment. ~ 
rable 1 is a mat.rix of surfar~ rhararteristirs assoriated with fronts 
of varying intensity. Note that. turbidity differenl'es, whirh are often used 
as an indlrat.ion of roast.al and oreanir front.s, are not valid for ident.i-
fying the salinity front (NFSS-281) or strong dynamk fronts. 
Convergent rurrents are part l r ularly important in this expc!riment 
berause they may rollert hydrorarbons and surfare art.ive organir romplexes. 
These materials produre derreases in the surfare tension that may dampen 
rapillary waves or even produre slirk areas. Sinre t.hese roughness rharar-
teristirs relate to the presenre and strength of fronts, then measurements 
of roughness gradients may be a useful way of distinguishing dynamir fronts 
from nondynami,. turbidity gradients. On Ortober 7, 1981, the Nine-Foot 
Shoals South front and Tnner Middle Grounds Shoals front had strong ronver-




values for surfare tension depression between the bordering water masses and 
the frontal zone. On Ortober 8. 1980, the Nine-Foot Shoals South front had 
moderate rnnvergent rurrents (17 rm/s), modest surfare pressure lowering, no 
apparent slirk zone, but a well-developed zone of "rhat.tering" ripples. 
Turbidity gradient.s ItSllor iated with fronts were generally dependent on 
the resuspension of mat.erial from shoal areas rather than form a "buoyant" 
plume of Bay water out.welling int.o shelf water. Sinre turbidit.y is depend-
ent. to a large extent on a nonronservative quality of water (i.e., suspended 
partlrulat.e material), a loral sourre is required t.o produre a rross-front.al 
gradient.. Six of the nine f""JOts analyzed during t.he mission had a suffi-
rient sourre of suspended partirulate material to produre a t.urbidit.y grad-
ient. Two and possibly three of these fronts were art.Ulllly "false" fronts: 
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Table I. Surfare Charartertsttrs of Bay entranre fronta. 
(0001 ) 
6 
Front Sur fare 
6V (r./a) "'v_nt 6 6 (0001) Tenalon Tidal __ of 
Shear Converae DIrerttoo TSH Trana. 6 TOe Lovertns Hour Froot Cla.st f It'8t 1011 
-----
6ft 42 liD 0.2 10 NO NO -) C" "thy.etrl,. 
aa_ 281 Front 
40R 25 ME 9.7 14 0.9 ll-19 -I IIFSS Co.plea Front 
L 28; 
22R 29 lID ll. ) 21 7.4 9-15 UI lHQ; Turbidity 
l 281 Front 
lID 1.8 1 lID 6-11 +1.5 CCII !leUrt Sl1rk 
281 Front 
tIE 3.7 7 1.6 0-5 -3 NCSS Turbtdlty Fahe 
(-) 282 Fron-
24R 17 S 8.1 20 NO 0-5 -1.5 "SS Co.plea Front 
l l 282 
19R 17 S 2.8 1.0 lID 0-5 -1 Nt'5S "thy.etrl,. 
l l 282 Front 
N 12.6 17 NO ()-() LW lHCS Turbidity Falae 
282 Front 
Very Slow 25.2 11 AD 0-5 +1 lHCS .. thy.etrlr 
Northerly 282 Front 
Nov_nt 
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
the Appendixes to this report represent all oceanographic data 
collected during the three-day Fronts mission, plus all edited notes of the 
3S-mm dnd closed-circuit television data from the flight lines of the 
Wallops ~3 aircraft. 
APPENDIX A 
OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTED DURING 
THE FRONTS MISSION 
This appendix contains the geophysical, physical, and chemical data 
collected by the R/V Linwood Holton and the support boats ODU-l and Osprey. 
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Olesapeake 10-07-80 MLW 1410 
Channel North SALINITY TEMP TSM TSI TSO PERCEtn' 
0/00 (oC) LATITUI'E LONGITUDE TIME (~/i) hag/i) (IIIIJ/i) ORGANICS 
Holton L-~ 37° 01.9A' 76° 03.22' 1055 29.5 19.5 5.8 4.8 1.0 16.9 
Irl 29.5 19.5 6.0 
Ir3 29.9 19.4 10.4 8.6 1.8 17.5 
IrB 30.6 19.3 15.7 14.2 1.5 9.6 
ODD-l L 1046 5.5 4.2 1.3 23.6 
Osprey L3 37° 01.83' 76° 03.41' 1122 3.4 2.3 1.1 32 •• 
L2 37° 01.83' 76° 03.41' 2.6 1.6 1.0 38.5 
Ll 3.0 1.9 1.1 36.7 
37° 01.87' 76° 03.12' Holton R-S 1142 30.9 20.0 6.0 4.3 1.2 20.0 
R-1 30.9 20.0 6.9 5.9 1.0 14.5 
R-3 30.9 19.7 9.7 8.5 1.2 12.4 
R-B 30.9 19.5 11.1 10.0 1.2 10.7 
OOU-1 R 1057 7.6 4.8 2.8 36.8 
Osprey R3 37° 02.06' 76° 03.36' 1118 4.5 3.5 1.0 22.2 
R2 37° 02.03' 76° 03.46' 9.0 7.9 1.1 12.1 
Rl 37° 02.06' 76° 03.52' 1S.2 5.6 2.6 31.1 
* On this and the tables which follow. L = left. R = right. and the second letter 
or 3 m. 
... 
\0 
or number is a depth indicator - S = surface • B = bottom. 1. 2. 3 = 1. 2. 
- , 
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10-07-80 HIM 1410 
Nine Foot PRIMARY SEC'OIIDARY 
Shoal South SALINITY TEMP TSM TSI TSO PERCEtn' SIZE MODE SIZE NODE TOTAL 
UTITUDE LONGITUDE THE 0/00 (oCI (~/ll (-'JIll (-'JIll OIlGANICS (IJI (l!' COUNT X 10-4 
. 
I 
Holton IrS 37° 03.68' 76° 00.27' 1310 31.3 19.5 13.8 12.2 1.6 11.6 37.2 
j 
L-1 31. 3 19.5 20.2 18.0 1.9 9.4 8-10 25-32 26.3 
L-3 31.7 19.4 29.2 25.8 3.3 11.4 R-I0 25-32 43.3 
L-B 31.7 19.3 58.6 53.4 5.8 9.0 R-10 45.7 
0DU-1 L 1250 11.2 8.7 2.4 21.6 8-10 36.4 
Osprey ~ 37° 03.70' 76° 00.86' 1249 17.5 16.1 1.4 8.0 8-10 23.0 
~ 37° 03.74' 76° 00.91' 10.6 9.0 1.6 15.1 }f.,-20 8-10 34.6 
Ll 37° 01.75' 76° 00.96' 4.6 3.8 0.8 17.4 20-25 8-10 30.3 
Holton R-S 37° 03.60' 7bo 00.53' 1254 27.7 19.7 4.1 3.1 1.0 24.6 20-25 8-1ob 20.5 
11.-1 27.7 19.7 4.6 3.1 1.5 33.3 20-25 8-1ob 27.1 
R-3 30.2 19.5 32.1 29.2 2.9 9.0 8-10 20-25 34.0 
R-B 10.7 19.4 48.4 44.3 4.1 8.5 
ODU-l R 1300 3.1 2.1 1.0 32.0 20-25 8-10b 11.6 
Osprey R3 37° 03.52' 76° 00.60' 1256 4.7 3.7 1.0 21.3 20-25 8-10 27.7 
~ 11.2 17° 03.48' 76° 00.16' 3.5 2.6 0.9 25.7 20-25 8-10 24.4 , 
~i R1 37° 03.57' 76° 00.66' 7.1 6.1 1.0 14.1 j ~) 
1 






































1':-07-130 MLW 1410 
TOe ChI a Phaeo-pig 
!!!!ILt! (!!IL.3! 1!!;I/IlJ) 
5.8 7.7 2.R 
3.6 8.5 3.0 
5.0 7.7 3.7 
9.9 B.2 4.B 
5.4 7.6 <: 0.1 




5.4 7.6 6.4 
2.0 4.1 1.7 
7.0 4.2 1.5 
4.7 1.~ 
3.2 5.5 3.1 
9.5 7.1 3.0 
4.5 8.5 4.6 





Lowering Percent Albedo It,t ~ (dynes/em) (.-1) -1 (.-1) Translli ttance (. I 
76 2.R .40 .39 
6 
19-22 

































~~.... ! ... !"",,..r.: ......... ·.d4-.' .. '"'- n." ............ ~-<·· .oW'._~";'" .. ,,~.;.!'lt;...:~ 'S -1,"1t ,~ .• ,_ . ..:...'h ....... ~~,K, ... :e_'_.-""_,.;;\j:_. ,-,.::...Ioll.I.~.,< -m'H'b e ' ;t't:Wtt b' .it'th ':::. ... ,,-.'r'r tim i4_r~_~,~,_.....,;.~' M/tt:' tit',.".·M t 'ft _ 
----.....----- _. 7" 
Inner Middle 10-07-60 MLIf 1410 PRIIfARY SEalIIDAJlY Ground Shoal SALINITY TEMP TSM TSI TSO PDCEIr. SIZE fIOO£ SIZE MOllE IATI"nJDE LONGITUDE TIlE: 0/00 (oC) (!!lIt) (~it) (~/t) ORGANICS (iI) (!!' 
37° 04.23' 7So S9.07' 19.2 Holton IrS 1420 30.2 21.4 19.2 2.2 JO.l Irl 30.2 19.2 26.4 21.8 2.6 9.8 8-10 2O-2S L-l 10.6 19.3 33.4 10.6 2.8 8.4 4O-S0 80-100 IrB 10.6 19.3 41.2 18.0 3.2 7.7 8-10 , , 
l 000-1 L 1427 16.1 14.4 1.7 10.6 20-2S 8-10 ~ O!Iprey Ll 17° 04.09' 76° 00.36' 1429 S.7 4.6 1.1 19.3 20-2S 8-10 L2 37° 04.09' 76° 00.40' 14.2 12.6 1.6 11.6 Ll 17° 04.18' 76° 00.42' 14.) 12.7 1.6 11.1 2O-2S 8-10 
Holton R-S 37° 04.13' 7So S9.81' 1414 29.1 19.6 e.1 6.9 1.2 14.7 2O-2S 8-10 R-1 29.1 19.6 6.S 5.2 1.1 20.6 2O-2S 8-10 R-l 10.2 19.7 14.1 12.4 1.6 11.S R-B 11.) 19.1 2S.S 21.0 2.S 9.9 
000-1 R 141S 4.S 3.6 0.9 20.0 2O-2S 8-10 
Osprey Rl 17° 01.1f:1' 76° 00.17' 1416 4.S 1.(. 0.9 20.0 20-2S 8-10 R2 17° 01.88' 76° 00.18' 9.8 7.6 2.0 2<'.6 20-2S 8-10 R1 17° 01.91' 76° 00.24' 4.S ).7 0.8 D.8 20-2'5 8-10 
j, 
T I i I 
d N W 
'I 
~~:"-"~.~"':Lh''''''''''':4::.-~~:~..J.u" ,.",~",~ .... :.l "~~"'~:':''''-''~,~-",;,:'''.''';;:..u.l'''''&'-''- e i'. th, &: ',. ' :",~ -'~ .~ A;' 'iff ... ·ijl j. .... A:: .. ~~" •.. Ij+~,· l-."". "*"pO' tlMC ,."'. t$ in -ebt" #' " 'ee ~~~~ 
1'OftL -4 






















10-07-80 MIM 1410 
Inner Middle Surface Tension ~ Kd 
Ground Shoal TOe ct.l .J Phaeo-piq Lowe t"i nq i'ercent " -1 ° -1 


























































































J;. K,.-1CcI Speed 













l~.:......,"".,,~ ~,.,'~ '"" ... ",,,;:.~c.,· .. ~",,.·,", .•. '~"_', ..... ~ ..... ....'""~~.~ __ ... -:....A.c .. ....;.~'" t.. ,.~",,- f#'-'Jt: *j!lfi~& '''L;''''~-' {.,.t:~~ __ .-'" ft--)., '-dt wt! 'w $- !? ~~_ Hi'I*, ' arM ......,r:_~_........-..~,.~ 
Cun-_t 













































37° 01. 7)' 
)70 01. 75' 
37° 01.97' 
37° 01.83' 
37° 01. 79' 
37° 01.85' 
IUM 1410 
SALINI'IY TEMP TSII 
LCftGITlmE TU£ 0/00 ,0C) 
'!!!!'l/l) 
76° 03.00' 1600 25.2 20.0 4.2 
25.2 20.0 30.3 
28.4 19.5 B.8 
28.8 19.5 9.0 
1555 3.0 
76° 03.36' 1556 :L4 
76° 03.45' 1 -
76° 03.49' 3.1 
76° 03.20' 1537 25.2 20.0 2.4 
25.2 20.0 4.'0 
26.2 20.0 4.7 
29.8 19.7 10.1 
1537 3.0 
76° 03.56' 1549 2.2 
76° 03.61 2.7 
7[0 03.61' 3.6 
- ;r 
PRlMAIIY SEC'OIIDU:\' 
TSI TSO PERCENT SIZE NOO£ SIZE .... 'l'OftL '~/l) '~/l) ORGANICS 'l!) C!!) ~:( 10-4 
3.0 1.2 28.6 25-12 8-10 28.6 25.2 5.1 17.0 20-25 8-10 31.7 7.3 1.5 17.5 
7.5 1.5 16.9 20-25 8-10 41.. 
2.2 0.8 27.6 20-25 8-1e/' 28.1 
2.4 1.0 29.0 20-25 8-10 ~.9 2.1 1.1 35.5 20-25 8-lob 29.4 2.0 1.1 35.5 20-25 8-1ob 28.3 
1.3 1.1. 45.8 20-25 8-1ob 26.2 2.6 1.4 35.0 20-25 8-10 29.3 3.2 1.5 31.0 20-2S 8-10 31.0 B.9 1.2 11.B 
1.9 \,1 35.7 20-25 8-1ob 25.4 
0.9 1.3 60.0 
';'lOb 1.6 1.1 co.o 20-25 26.4 
1.6 2.0 55.6 20-25 8-lob 27.1 
































































Surface Tension ItcI Itu 
current j Phaeo-pig Lowerinq Percent Albedo Ku-Itcs Speed L"ulTent 
(!II]ja]j (dynes/CIa) Trans.i ttance (.-1, (.-1, ,.-1, (.-1, (C!!Isec' Olrecti_ 
2.5 74 3.0 .17 .43 .26 64.3 2SS 
1.7 64.3 2S5 
1.8 38.6- 170 







1.8 73 3.2 .20 .58 .38 74.5 210 
2.1 14.5 230 
1.9 59.1 HIS 








































TOe ChI a Phaeo-pig 
(1'19/1) (!!I9/m1) (!!g/m1) 
1.3 4.6 1.7 
2.6 6.8 0.8 
5.6 7.7 2.0 
0.5 6.8 1.5 
J.9 4.3 4.8 
5.2 6.1 0.9 
7.9 2.5 
2.3 6.5 3.7 
2.2 3.4 6.5 
0.6 4.3 3.0 
1.8 4.0 1.8 
3.5 6.5 2.1 
0.2 
3.3 6.5 1.9 
2.0 4.9 1.1 
5.8 2.1 
Surface Tension 
Lowerlnq l'ercent Albedo ltd Ku (dynes/em) -} (.-1) (.-1) TranS.lttance (.. , 
76 2.8 .26 • ~-q 
3-6 
1-3 
83 1.9 .20 .34 
3-6 
Current 
























































10-08-80 !'aM 14~9 
LATITUI'lE LONGITUDE 
37° 03.9~' 16° 00.28' 
37° 03.83' 76° 00.56' 
31° 03.B!" 16° 00.13' 
nO 03.61' 16° 00.13' 
37° 03.17' 76° 00.46' 
SALINITY n=tP TSM TSI 
TH£ 0/00 {'Cl (~/I:) (-:JIll 
1258 30.9 19.3 lCS .0 14. :; 
30.9 19.3 19.6 18.3 
30.9 19.2 32.9 30.5 
31. 3 19.2 39.£. 35.8 
1305 18.1 16.4 
1320 28.1 25.1 
1310 24.2 22.5 
1317 25.9 23.0 
1313 29.5 19.4 7.9 6.7 
29.5 19.4 8.8 1.5 
30.6 19.2 22.7 20.2 
30.9 19.2 34.3 31.4 
1319 6.2 5.2 
1322 14.4 12.6 
~~~:_!:.,.t..::.,....,.: .. i.", ... _·, ~ _~~-,;.~':.,"",_~,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,.",4~"'~-_:~,~,,'liL. __ \. ~ .• ,! .. , .• ~' >. .~:.; ..... ..,,"~1~~."'""';"d.! __ "'" <-' .. :~ _ ..,.~.i'" # 1*,*, L .~'--'~..:-, __ .... "'.IL ... ·,,',..· , Mtii.,.L ..... ..f>H'!~ ....... ~-L-U~, .. 
~ -~ 7~ 
" 
PfjlJllAfjY SECONDARY 
TSO PEIICEm' SIZE 1'I(X)E SIZE MIXlE 1'O'I7d. 
(-:JIll QK;MICS lui (ul auft' X 10-4 
1.1 10.3 10-lL 31.3 
1.3 6.6 8-10 42.8 
2.4 7.2 8-11) 39.5 
3.8 'l.5 8-10 44.8 
1.7 9.' 8-10 22.6 
3.0 11.0 8-11) 36.1 
1.1 7.1 8-10 34.1 
2.9 11.(1 Iv-12 39.8 
1.2 i5.8 20-2'" £ 11.. 24.7 
1.3 15.1 20-25 8-10 28.9 
2.5 11.2 8-11) 33.2 
2.9 8.4 8-10 40.0 
1.0 16.0 20-25 8-10 22.9 
1.8 12.4 10-12 22.3 
I 
~j 
.'M ..... ". . '. jt .. ; 
- .. ,,_ .... -,. ' 












































.............,. -~ 7' ~ 
,~ , 
Surface Tension Current j Phaeo-pig lL.JW~rinCj Percent Albedo ~ hu 1Cu-~ Speed Current (.-1) (.-1) ,.-1, ,.-1) IlIIg/m3) (dynes/eml Trans.ittance (c:a/sec) Direction 
1.9 51 6.6 
.38 .74 
.36 43.7 060 2.7 
2,7 43.7 060 








2.1 71 3.4 .23 .';5 
.22 51.4 035 
1 
3.5 51.4 035 0.8 
48.8 095 3.5 38.6 155 
LO 1-3 
1 ~ r). 1 
2.3 
L". __ ..... ~ .. ~ ... ~."'.~._ ... ~ ..... _~~""-.. ~ .-._ h.._ ._~_ ••. ~_._~. • -'e .......... * ._no " -' ". ••••• ... ."m 
-~~ -- - ------- -- ---- -- --- - -- - -- - 7' 
-, 
t, 
Nine f'oot 10-01'1-80 MIM 1449 
shoal South PJiIJIAPY SECONDARY I SALINITY TEMP TSM TSI TSO PERCEHr SIZE tIOCIE SIZE MODE TOTAL -4 U,TI'l'UD£ LONGITUDE TH£ 0/00 (oC) (~/1) (-,/'-1 (-,/1) OR:>AHICS (\J) (\J) a:urr X 10 
~. Holton L-S 37° 03.57' 75° 59.83' 1402 30.2 19.3 8.6 7.4 1.2 13.6 20-25 13.9 j L-I 30.2 19.3 9.7 8.3 1.4 14.1 20-25 8-10 14.5 ~. L-3 30.6 19.2 19.3 17.4 1.9 9.6 8-10 16-20 22.3 ~ L-B 30.6 19.2 66.5 60.8 5.7 8.6 8-11) 28.7 
I 000-1 L 1412 14.9 12.0 2.9 19.5 8-10 20.0 Osprey L2 37° 03.55' 76° 00.04' 1343 18.0 16.8 1.2 6.7 10-12 27.6 Osprey 00 )70 03.61' 76° 00.12' 1341 18.4 16.6 _.8 10.0 8-10 29.2 
I 
000-1 Ofl 1400 12.8 1l.5 1.3 10.2 8-10 16-20 19.0 
Holton R-S 37° 03.58' 75° 59.85' 1343 29.S 19.4 S.8 4.5 1.3 22.8 20-2S 8-10 20.2 
R-l 29.S 19.4 9.4 7 7 1.7 18.2 20-25 8-10 14.2 
R-3 30.2 19.) 20.3 .'1'.2 2.1 10.1 1'1-10 42.5 
R-B 30.6 19.2 32.6 21.8 2.8 8.4 20-25 8-10c 
., 
5.1 1.1 21.6 8-10 11.9 i ! 000-1 R 1353 4.0 20-25 
, 
1 
Osprey Rl )7° 03 . 63 , 76° 00.08' 13)9 13.8 12.1 1.7 12.6 1'1-10 29.8 
t Osprey L3 37° 0).47' 75° 59.96' 1403 15.4 13.4 2.0 12.8 10-12 20.9 
L2 )7° 03 •41 , 76° 00.06' 140S 15.7 13.8 1.9 12.0 10-12 25.6 
Ll 37° 03.5)' 76° OO.U' 1401 12.5 ILl 1.4 H.O 10-12 23.6 
Rl 37° 03.43' 7So 59.94' 1407 8.0 6.7 1.3 15.7 10-12 32.2 
R2 37° 03.39' 75° 59.76' 1409 7.8 6.8 1.0 13.2 20-25 8-10 21.0 



































































Curr@nt ::::·Jrfar::-p. ~r.c; inn t:.t r:,. Phaeo-lJlg Percent A1b@do Y.u-~ Speed r.owpnnq (._-ll__~~IL _ -) -1 (nY",1) (d.,.n.,<;!r:lII) Transmlttanc~ _____ La I (a_ ) _ ( ca./sec) 
2.2 f.9 3.7 .24 .';4 ."30 64.3 
2.0 64.3 




















~.:.o ..... ~.J:_~.~..u-:~ .. ::'~r.f: .. ~!'."d~:"""." ... / .... ,j;:;""!j""'~"' ... .,.,.,'-%i\:'_ .... '<'.<r~h-. "~"""."" ,"..:.:.. .. ~c ... ~~,,~JH..~_"~,. ," .,+' d ....... ·\!if',...: -..;: ... ,~. ·:... .. ~<,,"L.,"'-~~ . .;.I. :WSll.i1i"'''.''Ptt1;'' 'J UVtit' M's#' 'w- f ,u t -., 3PK?JJ&MH* • ...c::, 
", 
I Current Direction 











- 7 , 
* 
~ 
Inner Middle 10-08-80 KIM 1449 
PI<IMAIIY SECONDARY Ground Shoal SALHIIT't TEMP T5M TSI TSO PERCENT SIZE MOOE SIZE WJD£ 1'OTAL 
;j IATI'ftJDE LONGITUDE TII£ 0/00 (oC) (~/!) (~/l) (~/ll ORGANICS (Ill (Ill COUJfT X 10-4 Holton 1.-5 37° 04.18' 75° 59.68' 1520 29.5 19.3 IB.O 15.9 2.1 11.5 8-10 36.': 1.-1 29.5 19.3 20.0 17.7 2.3 11.3 8-10 39.3 f! 1.-3 29.5 19.2 29.4 26.9 2.5 8.5 8-10 37.7 J L-B 29.9 19.2 25.9 23.8 2.1 8.0 ~-10 41.0 h , ~ 000-1 L 1523 21.0 18.5 2.5 11.9 8-10 20-25 30.7 l Oaprey L 37° 03.83' 75° 59.86' 1519 11.7 10.1 1.7 14.8 ~0-25 32.8 ~ Osprey ON1 37° 03.93' 76° 00.06' ~ 1516 8.8 6.6 2.2 25.0 20-25 29.9 002 37° 03.88' 76° 00.10' 1517 9.3 8.1 1.2 13.0 20-25 8-10 25.2 000-1 ON 1510 24.5 22.B 1.7 6.9 10-12 27.5 






































































L",.",~,~ '""-,--,,',,'," ,---, , "" ' _,,,"~,_~,",-_ 




It..i r-u Current U:>verlnq Percent Albedo 1I:u-~ Speed Current (d"'n"s!'=1II) Trans.i ttance (.-1) (.-1) C. -11 (.-11 (aiL-eel Direction 






68 ].9 .24 .f,4 











































10-08-80 MLIf 1449 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
17° 04.20' 75° 59.70' 
37° 03.98' 76° 00.00' 
37° 04.02' 76° 00.11' 
17° 04.11' 75° 59.72' 
37° 03.83' 75° 59.95' 
SALINITY TEMP TSM 
TIME c/oo (oC) (1II9/t) 
1547 28.4 19.2 33.9 
2B.4 19.2 23.7 
28.4 19.2 16.1 





1602 27.7 19.5 B.7 
27.7 19.5 13.6 
2B.1 19.4 10.2 
2B.B 19.1 19.9 
1556 5.J 
1541 6.8 




TSI TSO PERCENT SIZE IKlOE SIZE MODE TOTAL 
(!!lIt) (!!lIt) ORGANICS (\I) (~) CQgft' X 10-4 
22.6 ll.l 11.1 12-16 27.8 
22.2 1.5 61 B-IO 20··25 26.0 
12.5 3.6 22.2 8-10 20-25 11.0 
18.5 1.8 8.9 6-8 20-25 20.4 
14.6 1.5 9.0 8-10 20-25 40.1 
6.5 2.2 25.3 20-25 8-1Qb 27.4 
6.6 1.0 12.7 20-25 8-10 28.6 
12.8 1.2 9.0 20-25 8_l0
b 21.9 
7.7 1.0 11.6 20-25 6-8 17.2 
12.7 0.9 E.6 20-25 8-10 16.5 
9.2 1.0 9.8 20-25 1:=~C 20.4 18.1 1.8 9.2 6-8 21.5 
3.9 1.4 27.1 20-25 8-10
b 20.4 
b 
5.B 1.0 15.4 20-25 8-10 20.6 
. j ., 





































TOe 0.1 a 



















Surface Tension K.d J;. Curr~nt Phaeo-pig Lowerlnq Percent Albedo Ku-~ S~ Current 
l!!!llm3) (d~'nf's/cm) Trans.ittance (m- 1) (.-1, (.-1) (.-1, i!::~becl Dlr~ction 
1.5 60 5.1 46.3 240 
2.3 46.3 240 
1.0 38.6 185 







2.0 11 3.4 S9.1 200 
1.8 59.1 200 
4.5 46.3 160 

















































































































































































TSM TSI TSO PEIICEHT 






















































































































































































C(Uft' • 10-· 
33.1 
2 •• 1 
28.1 
25.2 

























































































Surface Tension Current 
TOe ChI a Phaeo-piq Lowerinq Percent A~O ~1 ~1 Itu:~ S~ 



























































































































































~. ·c.' .c., •. " ..• ,' , ,~ '0.'< ~.~" .... _ ",.,"",",,_, 
-----
- "'-
Surface Tension A IC.d J;, _ Current 
TOe o.! a Phaeo-piq wwerinq Percent ~ -I -1 Ku_~ Speed 
(I'!qt1) (-at.l ) (!!qt.]) (dyneS/eli) Trans.itta.~:::e (.) (.) r.) C.) CC!l/sec) 
9.2 6.7 5.5 3-6 3.9 7.6 4.4 
2.8 7.3 4.4 16-19 3.6 





















Cos .. lnodisr,.s sp. 
Chaetoreros sp. 
8iddol phia, lip. 
Rhi zosolenla s;>. 
Tbalassiosira sp. 






Dt nophys1s sp. 
Tintinnids 
La.eJ 1.lbranrh Larvae 
Cope pod 
Rest Ing Spores 
Fe .. al Pellets 
Quart z ~ains 




Ole"" peake Cnannel Ibrth 
Holtol' 













































































L) L, La 
A A A 








I[ I[ A 
P P P 
P P P 
P I[ P 
A I[ P 
p 
P I[ p 
Holton 






















































































II It I, 
A I[ A 
A ,. I[ 
p p 
p p p 
I[ I[ 
p p p 
p p 
l( P l( 
P 
l( l( l( 
P 








P P P 
• ~".L:.~.;.a;;!.<~"~.""'f.<>,,"!,-,J..:.lo~,,cr~ . ...tioi:,~,,.:l:;:oac.:!.!.a.....-.:.. ........... ,...,,,!._~,,,,,,,~.~~-"",,-,"'~~.'lI:I...<ct+l!tgt,1I1! ?Uri"·'~:1i.:.,.~ eM' rfritH ~"""~'",':".:i..;W)·$I·'b.- • '·.:::,aL,I ....... ·.Lt . ....:.- ;,w't?"-.. d". """i"",i' trim I bW "¢. 
- ;r 




































Rest ing Spores 
Fecal i'elleta 
Quartz Grains 




Nine-Foot Shoal South 
Holton 














































































~ '? L, 
P A A 
P It P 
? 
It P A 













P It P 










A A A 
P P 
P P P 
Holton 















































































I) ., I, 
A #. It 
A A P 
P 
It X It 
P P 






























































Rhizosol~ .. ia sp. 
Thalassiosira sp. 










Rest ing Spores 
Fecal Pellets 
Quartz Grains 




Inner Middle Ground Shoal 
Holton 



















































































L, ~ L, 
It. X X 
P It. P 
P 










X X X 
p p P 
P P 
P P 
P P P 
P X P 
p X p 
X It. It. 
P 
P It. p 
Holton 





















































































11 R, R, 
It. It. It. 





P P P 
p p p 
p 
X P It. 
X 
It. It. It. 
P P P 
P 
P P P 
P P P 
PIP 
P I P 
It. It. It. 
P 






































~ ~ I;. 
t" 
· ... -------------------~---.------ ~ --~-~-~ 
Chesapeake Channel Nortn 
(to/07/80) Hal ton ~.prey 
Saaples Collected L- S 1-) L- ) L- B 
000-1 













Cerati .. sp. 
Peridini .. sp. 




Reat ing Sporea 
Fecal Pellets 
Quartz Graina 


















































































A A A 





x P X 
P P P 













































































































R.. R, R, 
A A A 





p X ~ 
P P P 
A A A 
p P p 






















~"_'r ..... "~,", .. ~~,.; __ ~-._ ... ~ ..... <.~....._ .. __ .. o... ._ ... ~ ••• ~ ••. ~ .•.• _~_~.... ._ .••... _~ •. ".. ",q'_'" •• ~ .... .., _ ••• • ......~ • J 
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L-S L-l L-3 L-8 
A X P X 






























































































































Holton ODU-l Ospr~y 
R-S R-l R- 3 R-8 R ~ 
A X A A 






















































































































Unidentified Chain Diato. 
Thalaa.ionew~ sp. 








Re.t ing Spores 
Fecal Pelleta 
Quartz Grain. 






Inner "iddle Ground Shoal 
Holton ODU-l Osprel Osprey ODU-) Holton 000-1 
































































































































































































































































La_II ibranch Larvae 
Copepod 
Rest i ng Spores 
Fecal Pellets 
Quartz Grains 
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Nine Foot 5ho~1 South 
Holton 



















































































































































































oou- 1 OD(}- I Osprey 
































A A X A A X 
A A A A A A 
P A X X X X 




P P P X X X 
P P P X 
P P P P P 
P P P P X X 
P P X X P 
P PIP P P 
I X A X X X 
P P P P 
A A X X A X 







































Rest ing Spores 
Fecal PlPllets 
Quartz Grains 




















Nine-Foot Shoal South 
Holton ODU-l Osprey OOlJ-l 
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Osprey Hoi ton ODU-l Osprey 







































































































































Rh izo8olenia sp. 
Thalassio8ira sp. 










Rest ing Spores 
Fecal Pellets 
Quartz Grains 
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Middle Ground Shoal South 
Hoi ton ODU-l ~r.ey OOU-I 














































































































Holton OOU-l Osprey 




































































































































Opaque Mineral Graine 
A9gregates 
Ply Ash 
Inorg~ ... 1::/Or9anic Pibers 
-~~-- - --------~-.~ ----~ - --- -- -----
North Channel 
Holton Water Col_n _ ~ ~ ~ 000-1 Osprey 
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l[ P P 
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North Channel (ConcllJtJetJ 
( 10/09/80) Holton Water ColulIIl 
Sa.plea Collected R-S R-S R-S R-S R-l R-3 R-8 
Skeletoneaa coatatu. A A A A A P 
" Coacinodiacua ap. A A X A A X X 
Chaetocer08 ap. 
Biddolphia ap. p P X P p 
Rhizoaolenia sp. 
Thalasaiosira ap. p p 
Unidentified Chain Diata. p X P p p p p 
1balaasioneaa ap. 
Thalaaaiothria ap. p p 
Pleurosiqu sp. 
Cera ti l1li ap. p p p 




Tintinnids p P P P P 
Laaellibranch Larvae P P P P P P P 
Copepod P P X X X X X 
Restinq Spores X P P P P p 
Fecal Pellets P P P P P P P 
QJartz Grains p X P X p P A 
Opaque Mineral Grains p p p p p p X 
Agqreqates A A J[ P P P P 
Fly Ash 
Inorqanic/Orqanic Fibers p p p p p p p 
~ ... ;;r. 
OO!J-l ~ 
R R R ~ 
A A A A A 
A A J[ J[ A 
X P J[ p 
p p p 
p P P P P 
p p X P P 
P p 
J[ 
X A J[ A 
" X X 
P X A X J[ 
P P P P P 
P P X X P 
P P P P 
P P P P P 
P P P P P 
P P P P P 
X P J[ X A 
P 
p p P P P 






OBSE RVA1'lONS FROM THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY BRIDGE TUNNEL 
This appendix describes water and surface characteristics observed 
from the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel system. 
.I 
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Reference map of Chesapeake Bay entrance showlng milE! markers on bridge. high-
















PRECEDING PAGE BlANK NOT FILMED 
MondllY, October 6, 1980 
Time Tide Side Hile Wind Comment. 
0830 5 hr OC-l 11 N-NE Condition.: very choppy 0.2 to 
k. before (3.8) 20-~5 0.3 m (0.5 to 1 ft) , patchy HLW cloud., windy, foam around 
i.land (22) ~. UC 12 Wnitecaps and foam patches (5.1 ) 
OC I3 Whitecaps only in bay (9.0) 
OC 14 Foam around island, whitecaps 00.4) moat ly on bay side 
OC 02.2) Whitecaps and foam both sides 
OC C2 Whitecaps (4) I 
~ I 
~ ~ 0850 OC B2 Roughness lines by northern 
I 
I 
inlet, parallel to beaches 
r 0855 T 09.0) Turn around 
0900 Bay Bl N-NE Clouds causing green patches 4 05.3) 20-25 J 
ii 
Bay C2 Wh itecaps and foam on both ~ sides, 0.3 to 0.6 m 0- 2 ft) swells 
pr imar i ly bay side ) Bay I3 Whitecaps 1 
j 
Bay Cl Whitecaps both sides 
'j T 12 Whitecaps on both sides; turn around foamline off end of 
island (23) , t 
0-2 ft) ~ 0915 OC Waves, 0.3 to 0.6 m 
" 
:1 0927 OC Bl Faint irregular foamlines ; 1 
:1 perpendicular to bridge, better , , 
developed on bay side ~ ~ 
1 




\1 (Cont inued) J 
"1 , 
.1 
55 ~ ,~ 
~ 
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Monday, October 6, 1980 (Continued) 
~ Tide Side Hi ... Wind Comment. 
0935 Bay Bl No toaml1nes noticed 
0946 T 12 Turn around 
1\ 
1007 OC Bl N-NE FOAmtine perPftndicular to north 
~ 20-25 end of bridge OC B2 Foamline: ),)anllel to shore 
beforo B2, associated with 
inlet 
1011 T 19 TUrn .sround 
Bay Bl TUrbidity change, green-blue pn 
( 1 5. 7) north, brown-qreen on south(26) 
Bay 14.1 Shoals 
T 12 TUrn around 
1034 3 hr OC C1 Large waves, 0.6 to 0.8 m 
before (2-2.5 tt) 
MLW 
OC B1 Foamline 
1046 T 19 TUt'n around 
1051 Bay B1 Faint foamline north of B1 
1054 Bay , .2.5 Color change in water due to 
clouds: brown on north, ('reen-
blue on south ( 21) 
1104 T 12 N-NE TUrn around 
20-25 
OC Bl No foamline 
1121 T 19 TUrn around 
Bay B2 
Bay Bl Whitecaps 
Bay 7 Waves, 0.3 to 0.6 m (1-2 ft) 
56 
I 
<," <L~ -<'."'''-, ... '''c ~,·,::,,,,~\~:iIi.w.:,,,y.';i .. mtX' Ott''''1S'tr m* 1 ..... QII'!i',.e-;......,.:.· ... ',.,."· .... ··C4''J,,,· .. 
-Monday, October 6, 19130 (Con t1 nued) 
Time Tid. Side MUe Wind Comment. 
1139 2 hr T 11 N 'l\lrn .. round 
betore 20-25 
h 
1215 OC 12 Fewer cloud. 
~ OC Il,I4 Ocean dde calmer than bay side 
1227 OC B1 Large meandering lil'e on bay 
dde, too much glilre ocean side 
(north) 
1232 , hr T 119 'l\lrn around 
betore 
MLW 
Bay B2 Blue channftl wat.!r trend.i.ng 
otfshore (28,29) 
1237 Bay 31 'l\lrbidity chanqe, \.,ater colorl ~ brown to north, green on south, j 




1242 Bay 14 'l\lrbidi ty chant;ler blue water on ( 10.7) south, brown wllter on the north 
irreqular trend tow3rd 30 0 N(32), 
,1 
,1 
, Bay I2 Foam line parallel to bridge, " 
1 
concave west, brown on east, 
blue on west 
1250 T 12 Foam line around island, waves 
of 0.3 to 0.6 m ( 1-2 ft) ·1 j 
;l 1255 OC I3 Calm on OCt,an side, whitecaps .1 
on bay s.i.~e 
'j 
OC 11 'l\lrbidi ty change, blue on south, 
brown north l on ~ 
1 
.J 
OC 12 'l\lrbidity (!hange, brown on 1 
north, blu1e on south 
"C 1 2.8 Foamlinee thin, 0.3 m (1-ft) wide 
~ j 1302 OC :11 N-NW 'l\l!'bidi ty change' brown on l ( 1 5. 4) 20-25 nort.h, blue south 1 on '~ 
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Monday, Octob~r 6, 1980 (Continued) 





































Very wide brown band under 
bridge, irregular boundaries, 
foamline (34) 
Turbi~ity chanqe, wp-ak bound-
dries, ~rown on north, blue on 
south 
Turbidi ty chanqe, brown to tli 
north and blue to the south, 
boundartes sharpest on south 
side (35) 
Whitecaps on bay side and calm 
on ocean side 
Very distinct blue water lines 
parallel to bridqe, brown on 
east side 
Turn around 
Foamlines trending 65°SE, 
brown on south, blue on north 
Turbidity change, wide bro~n 
band 
Foamlines trending 75°SE (36) 
Rows of brown bands, perpendi-
cular on north side of bridge 
Turn around 
Turbidity change, brown by 
shore, blue by north ramp to B1 
Irregular brown boundary with 
whitecaps under bridge (36) 
Shoals, swell and whitcaps (37) 
Foamlines trending 80 0 NW 
Turbidity change, brown on 
north 
Turbidity change, brown on 
north, trending 65°NW 
j 
" L -~.-'~r_' ."'"'~' .~'1'."-<-"""~' x"""",.;·",.,,,,"~~~~iIIW"'i!&,&'t'9"~~l:t:-·~:·~,· ..... ,t"l')!O:., ........ , .... ""\-f,- • 
Mond&:;, October 6, 1980 (Concluded) 




TUrbidity change, blue channel 
water with irreqular boundary 
separating, green-brown on 
south 
TUrbidi ty cha"qe, water in 
channfll is bille, WCll.P[" "t 







'*_p4" ' ... \ Wi. "'_+ 
Tuesday, October 7 , IlJdO 
Time Tide Side Mile Wind Comment. 
--
NW Conditions: calm seas o .2-m 
"-
5-10 (O.S-ft) waves, tew clouds 
OC Roughness change; calm water at y 40·SW to 1.'lnd .I OC 11 Rl>ugIHlt! Ii s chllng~; Wilt er 011 
IIl)U til r 0uglll' r UIlIII water l>1l 
north 
lN15 5 hr OC NW R/V Linwood Holton 
before O-~ 
NLW 
OC tI.5 Foaml illc meande r s perpend iculll r 
to road 
OC 13 Sllck, I 
I 
curves NE-SW lnto ch<1nne 
I O'J4) DC Fisl11ng boat ,'n rocks (4,) ) I 
r 
OC 11.4 Fllillll lUll', trl'lhllll~ ~)O~W, I a r ~ t' 
lilt:' alllie r Ii 
OC 11.7 Fn<1l1l1 ine, tn'nliing 45· SW • I ar gl' 
mt> llllJe r s 
OC I" , ~.~ ~\Hlm 1 lnt'. 
1II"::'llnders 
t rl'lll! 1 ng ~:> 0 SW , lurgl'l 
04') .., lIe 81 FlHI11I1 i lW ; I1It'llndt:'r s Hlld f<HlllI 
U 5.0) para llt'd t l) short:' Ui ,4) 
OC 1~2 Slicks 
U959 T 14 NW Turn 8r,1 illli 
0-5 
Bay B:l Slick; /jll\oother pllrallt>l to rOd 
Ebb Buy lil BOlit wake (tU) 
(15.4) 
Bay 12.4 Turbidity chunge; brown on nort 
b lut! on 80uth; lar~e irregular 
meanders (11 ) 
(Continued) 
60 




















































Foamline trending 40oNW, on 
both sides of bridge 
Foamline on OCAan sine trp.nd-
inq 30"S~ 
Slick, per.pendicular dnd curves 
to 14 into channel 
Slick, meandering trend 
Foamline, meandering trend at 
60o~W, on ocean sid~ 
Roughness change, rough north 
of 12 ann smooth south of 12 
Slick, west side of 12(12) 
TUrn around, roughness line(13) 
Slick: 9-m (10-ycl) wide, 
trending west 
Foamlin~: NE around 13, calm on 
west side, rougher east side, 
wide foam line (14) 
Slick, calm around channel 
Foamline: trendinq 30"SE, with 
large meander 
Foamline perpendicular to bridge 
Foamline; darker water south 
side (15) 
Foamline north of B1 
TUrn around 




























































Foamline: large line, rough on 
north side, calm on south side, 
perpendicular to channel (17) 
Foamlin"!: thi.n, <illrker brown to 
north, large irregular meanders 
Foamline: thin 
Foamline: rough on south slde, 
trending NW 
Foamline on ocean side, parallel 
to road, Holton and helicopter. 
near 14 
Turn around 
Roughness change: rough on east 
side of line, trending 20 0 NE 
Roughness change: parallel to 
road, calm by bridge and rough 
enstward 
Foamline trending 30 0 NE 
R/V Linwood Holton 
Foamline perpendicular to road, 
meandering trend at 400 NW 
Foamline perpendicular to road, 
rough on north side 
Foamline perpendicular to road, 
meandering trend (19) 
Foamline and slick by inlet 
Turn around 
Foamline from fi&h nets 
Foamline perpendicular to road, 
dark (20) 
J 



































































Slick: wide, perpendicular to 
road 
Foamline: perpendicular to road 
m~andprinq tren~ nn nnrth 
R/V Linwood Holton (21,22) 
Foamline: perpendicular to 
bridge, rouqh on south side 
Turn around 
Foamlines perpendicular to 
bridqe, trendinq NE 
Foarnline around I4 
ROllqh patch, off tn ~dst 
Helicopter 
Foam line trending JooSE 
I"oi'lmline <lnd rOllghness chdnges 
POi'lmline perpendicular to road 
Slick ~cound chdnnel 
Turn arol4nd 
Foamline, with color chanqe (3) 
FOi'lmline and rouqhness change (4) 
Foamline and rouqhness change, 
brown on north, green on south(5) 
Roughness line chanqe 
Rouqhness change, rough NW into 
channel 




TUesday, October 7, 
Time Tide Side 
1255 T 
1\ 








































TUrn around, rough band par4ll~l 
to channel 
Rough band trenriing NE into 
channel 
Roughness bAnd perpp.nriicul~r 
to road and bends to the NE 
TUrbidity change: bands of blue 
and brown water (R/V Holton and 
he licopter ) 
Foamline, large meanders, bands 
of color change 
2 foamlines perpendicular to 
bridge, small meanders 
TUrn around 
Foamline and turbidity change; 
brown water on north sieie and 
green water on south side; 
large meanders (13,14) 
Rough patch perpendicular to 
bridge 
Roughness patch perpendicular 
to bridge 
Foamline trending 300sw and 
curving to the west 
Rougtmess band trending 300SW 
into I4 channel 
Roughness band trending 300 NW 
tnto I3 channel 
Roughness band before I2 and 
curving around island into 
channel 
TUesday, October 7, 1980 (Continued) 










































TUrn around, slick meandering 
in channel 
Rougness band east of road (15) 
Foali~line perpendicular to bridgfl, 
roughness band, calm on west side 
TUrbidity change: perpendicular 
to bridge, brown water on north 
side, green water on south side 
Foamline perpendicular to road 
with faint meandering slicks 
TUrn around 
Foamline perpendicular to bridge, 
small meanders 
Foam11ne and slicks perpendicular 
to road, meandering trend 
Roughness band and slicks 
perpendicular to road 
Slick: two bands perpendicular 
to road, straight trend (16) 
Slicks: irregular 
Slick: large meandering 
Slick: irregular shape 
Slicks: irregular shape near I2 
TUrn around, slicks, trending 
BOOSE into I3 
Roughness lines parallel to 
channel, calm on south side 
Slicks in evenly spaced rows 
R/V Holton and helicopter, 
slick and color change (evenly 
spaced), brown water on north 











TUesday, October 7, 1980 (Continued) 
Side Mile Wind Time 
-
Tide 
1435 OC B1 






















Slick in center of channel 
TUrn around 
Slicks center of channel 
Slicks 
Slick: wide and perpendicular 
to road 
Slick: trending 700SW into 
channel 
Roughness change: calm east of 
I3 (20) 
Slicks: (2) irregular trending 
mean~er, perpendicular to road 
Slicks: trending 30 0 SW 
Slick: irregular shape, perpendar 
icular to road 
TUrn around 
Slicks: parallel to channel; 
faint row trending 800 SE 
Slick at channel mouth 
Slick perpendicular to road and 
curving parallel to channel 
Slicks 
TUrn around 
Foamline perpendicular to road, 
calm on north side, clouds to 
west 
·1 1 
'l\1eeday, October 7, 1980 (Con tLlued) 
Time Tide Side MUe Wind Comment.3 
- - - j Bay B' Slicks east of fhh fence 
I 
" I Bay 15.3 Slicks perpendicular to road, meanders south of B1 1528 Bay C2 Slick P"trpendicular to road ( 1 4) with small meanders 
Bay 1 2.4 Rouqhnoss bands perpendicular 
to road 
Bay 11.6 Slick perr:endi,cular to road 
1532 Bay I4 Roughness band rough on north 
chclnnel 
1535 Say I4 R/V ~o.!!. and 2 boats, slick 
between channel to C1 (21,22) 
Bay 7.3 Slick perpendicular to road j 
w:i,th l.''l.rge meander 1 
Bay 5.7 Slicks: one perpendicular to 
1 road, one trending 500 sw 1549 T I2 Turn around, slick perpendicular ~ to road anci one slick parallel 
to channel ~ 1555 Flood OC I3 Slick perpendicular to road OC 1 1 • 5 Slick perpendicular to road, 
small meanders 
1 OC 13.7 Slick perpendicular to road, I long meanciers 
OC 13.9 Foamline perpendicular to road ~ ~ 
~ 
. 
1602 OC 81 E Slick perpendicular to road, i 5-10 broad band 
1605 2 hr T 19 Turn around ~ 
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TUesday, October 7, 1980 (Concluded) 
Tillie Tide Side Hile Wind 
-
1615 Bay 14 
"- 10.8 
~ Bay 13 




Slick. trending 300 SW into 
channel around 14 
Slick between channel and C1 
around I3 





































































Sunny, no cloud., hazy, •• a 
calm 
Foamline parallel to road, 
becoming indistinct, PORt mile 
marker 7.0 
Foamline concave we.t, meander. 
forming half circle 
Roughness change, rough area 
parallel and 201 m (220 yd) 
east of r.>ad 
Foamline perpendicular to road, 
large meanders, rough on south 
Turn around 
Foamline perpendicular to road, 
large mea,ldera, rough on south, 
blue water on s~uth side and 
green water on north side 
Le ft 14 at 1035 
Roughness line, large meanders, 
calm in channel, rough to the 
south 
Turn around, colliers parallel 
to road, sea 0.3 m (1 ft) 
Roughness bands: 1st band par-
allel to channel, 2nd band 
parallel to road, 183 to 274 m 
(200-300 yd) east, rough on 
east 
Foamline, large meanders trend-
ing 20·Sf 
Roughness band parallel to road 
J 




































































Slick ott pier on Fishermans 
Island 
Turbidity chanqe, boundary 
perpendicular to roa~ in larqe 
meanders, water on north lide 
qreen, water on south side blue 
Roughness bands parallel to 
road, ocean side disappears 
into channel, R/V Holton east 
on 14 
Turn around 
Rouqhne8s band parallel to 
road, trom 13 tnto channel 
Foamline pe.rpendicular to road, 
blue water on south side, green 
water on north sioe 
Foamline in center of channel 
with large irregular meanders 
Turn around 
Roughness band perpendicular to 
road and north of B-1, blue 
water on north side, green 
water on south side 
Roughness band perpendicular to 
road 
Turbidity change, no formline, 
perpendicular to road, big 
meanders, green water on north 
side, blue water on south side 
(6) 
Lunch 
Turn around, ships 500 NE 
J 
I 






































Foamline (weak) I color chanqe--
brown water on aouth aide, blue 
water on north aide, picture of 
Ho1toll (10) 
Foamline perpendicular to road, 
amall regular meanders 
Rouqhne.s band and turbidity 
chanqe perpendicular to road, 
brown water on south side, blue 
water on north aide, capillary 
waves south only(") 
TUrbidly chanqe perpendicular 
to road, brown water on south 
side, blue water on north side, 
capillary waves in brown, larqe 
meanders water (12) 
TUrn around, ships face bridqe 
trendin1 70-80o NE 
TUrbidity change perpendicular 
to road, lar.ge meanders, brown 
wat~r on north side, hlue water 
on south side 
Foamline perpendicular to road, 
brown water to north, blue 
water to south, large meanders 
TUrn around 
TUrbidity change perpendicular 
to road, brown water to north, 
blue water r~ south, large 
meanders, capillary waves to 
north 
Roughness line, brown water to 
east, blue water to south 
Foamline: brown water to north, 












We~ne8day, October 8, 1980 (Continued) 








































Roughness band perpendicular 
to road 
Slick: around I3 trending 300 NE 
into channel meanders 
Turn around, ships at 12 per-
pendicular to road 
Roughness band perpendi~ular 
to road, calm in channel, rough 
to north 
Roughness band parallel to 
road 
Turbidi ty change, P(' .... pendicular 
to road, green water to north, 
blue water to south, meanders ( 14) 
Pi~ture of R/V Holton(15) 
Turbidity change perpendicular 
to road, brown water to north, 
hlue water to south 
Roughness band perpendicular to 
road; brown water to north, 
blue water to south(16) 
Fishermans Island 
Turn around 
Turbidity change perpenJicular 
to road, brown water to north, 
blue water to south, capillary 
wa.ves in brown water 'lrea 
Turbidity change perp.;oodicular 
to road, brown water to north, 
blue water to souch 
Roughness bbnd: rough on east, 
calm on west 





Wednesday, October a, 1980 (Continued) 
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Wednesday, October 8, 1980 (Concluded) 


















































Slick perpendicular to road 
sharp southern boundary 
Turn around 
Slick in chan~el perpendicular 
to road 
SlicK perpendicular to road 
Slick perpendicular to road 
Roughness band around the Third 
Island 
Slicks: irregular shapes 
Slick perpendicular to road 
Slick perpendicular to road 
Slick parallel to road 
Slick perpendicular to road 
Slicks: widely spaced 
'l'urn around 
Slick pel'pendicular to road 
Slick: (two) perpendicular to 
road 
Slick parallel to road 
Slick trending 30 0 NW 
Slick out of channel, bands SE 
Roughnesli band from channel to 
SE 
Turn around to check ODU-l 


























































Conditions: calm seas. hazy. 
no clouds 
Slick trending 60·N~. meanders 
from 12 
Slick parallel to road. 
mebnders and turns out to sea 
Slick trending 50·SE. 13 
Slick trending SE into channel 
Slick parallel to road 
Foamline trending SO·SE 
Foamline perpendicular to ro&d 
with small meanders 
Foamline perpendicular to road 
with small mear.ders; roughl~ess 
b8nd farther east(3l) 
Turn dround 
Slick perpendicular to shore. 
large meanders 
Slick perpendicular to road 
Turbidity change; brown water 
toward north. blue water toward 
south; trending 30~NW 
Slick parallel to road. large 
irregular me,,'nders 
Roughness band parallel to road 
from 13 to Cl 
Foamline trending 30 0 SW 
Foamline trending 4u Q NW. patchy 






























































Slick perpendicular to road, 
meanders along channels (R/V 
Holton) 
Slick perpendicular to road, 
small meanders 
Foamline trending 400 SE 
Foamline trending 40oNE, rough 
on east side 
Roughness band parallel to road 
Slick trending 40o NE, small 
meanders 
Different roughness: rough 
south and calm north 
Slick trending 30 0 NE 
Foamline perpendicular to road 
Foamline trending SooNE with 
slicks 
Foamline trending SooNE with 
slicks 
Different roughness: rough on 
north side and calm on south 
Slick in SE channel and middle 
B2 
TUrn around 
Slick: Y-shaped on mouth end of 
B2 
Roughness band concave, north 
along coast and east from 13.2 
to 14.5 
J 
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Comments 
Roughness band perpendicular to 
road, wide band over shoals, 
fomaline 
Roughness patches, concave 
south 
Roughness band trending 60 0 SW 
Roughness band parallel to road 
and 274 m (300 yd) west 
Foamline trending 45°SW, bends 
west into 14, concave east(34) 
Roughness band trending 30o SW, 
parallel to road farther south 
Roughness band parallel to road; 
slick (35) perpendicular to 
road with large meanders 
Foamline perpendicular to road, 
trending NW 
0.3-m (l-ft) waves 
Turn around; rough patches east 
side of T-2, along channel 
rough north side (36) 
Roughness band parallel to road 
at 91 m (100 yd), slick perpen-
dicular to road at 13 
Roughness band out of channel, 
bends NE parallel to road 
Foamline and roughness band 
perpendicular to road bends 
NE(O) 
R/V Holto~ and helicopter 
Foamline perpendicular to road, 
slight meanders 
Rough patches: rows of brown 






Thursday, October 9, 1980 (Continued) 







































TUrbidity change, brown water 
to north, blue water to south, 
just before 81 
TUrn around 
Roughness band along shore, 
calm to north, rough to south, 
south side has foam 
Foamline perpendicular to road 
small meander 
Roughness band 366 m (400 yd) 
west and pe:>l:allel 
Foam and blue water to the 
south 
Roughness band, rough on north, 
calm on south, all blue 
meanders 
Slick perpendicular to road, 
then parallel to channel 
Roughness change; bay calm, 
ocean rough 
Slick perpendicular to road, 
irregular shape, large meanders 
Slick: broad and perpendicular 
to road, bends into channel 
TUrn around 
Roughness band 366 m (400 yd) 
east parallel to road 
Roughness band parallel to 
channels and road; ships per-
pendicular to Cl(4,5) 
Slick trending 60 o NE, alternat-
ing rows of calm and rough 
water, straight and equal 











Thursday, October 9, 1980 (Continued) 











































Slicks (two): 80o NE, meandering 
Slick patch 457 m (500 yd) east 
of roa{j 
Slick perpendicular to road 
Turbidity change, alternating 
rows of rough green water and 
calm blUe water 
Foamline and turbidity changes, 
brown water on north, blue 
water on south, large meanders 
just south of B1(6' 
2 slicks perpendicular to road, 
just north of Bl 
SW flats, very low water 
Slick parallel to coast 
Foamline and turbidity chanqe, 
brown water to north and blue 
water to south, small meanders 
Slick perpendicular to road, 
large meanders 
Rough patches: concave north at 
C2, irregular shape and faint 
slicks far west 
Roughness band: rough water on 
north, calm water on south 
Slick trending 600sw 
Slicks meandering 
Slicks parallel to channel 
Slick trending 50 o NW, straight 
Slicks meandering parallel to 
channel(7) 
Thursday, October 9, 










































.... _~~:L'I.L"""' _______ "'!'I_ 
Comment. 
Slick tre~ding 70o SE, small 
meander 
Turn around, calm to east, 
patches and sliCKS irregular 
Rows, calm then rough, small 
meanders (not on bay side)(8) 
Slicks perpendicular to road, 
large meanders 
Slick per~ndicular to road 
(R/V Holton} (9) 
Slick perpendicular to road, 
small meanders 
Slicks (three): follow trend to 
coast, small meanders 
Slick perpendicular to north 
end of bridge 
Turn around 
Slicks perpendicular to shore 
SliCKS and foamline, splits 
west 
Roughness bands perpendicular 
to road Wl. th slicks 
Slick',s perpendicular t-:- road 
Slicks perpendicular to road 
Slick perpendicular to road 
with meanders 
Calm both sides I4 
I 
• V'~' f'9 ~:'t >' . 
Thursday, October 9, 1980 (Continued) 
Time Tide Side MUe Wind 
1631 lJay 6.4 
Bay 5.8 










1702 oc 81 SSE 5-10 
oc 82 
T 19 
1713 Bay C2 
1 2. 1 
1716 11.8 
Comments 
Slicka trending 70o NW, two 
slight meanders 
Slicks per~ndicular to road, 
then bend SW to I2 
Slicks in channel, trending 
45°SW 
TUrn around 
Slick parallel to channel 
Slick trending 60o SE, irregular 
meanders 
Slicks alternating rough and 
calm banns 
Slick perpendicular to road, 
also, irregular slicks 
parallel to channel 
Slick perpendicular to road 
Slick parallel to channel 
Slick perpendicular to road, 
irregular shape 
R/V Holton (13/14i 
Slick perpendicular to road 
Slicks: center of channel, 
trending NE 
TUrn around 
Slicks perp~ndicular to channel 
Slicks irregular and perpen-
dicular to road 
Slicks perpendicular to road, 
rows on ocean side 
J 
,,,,,"-0 ",~~"'~""_""'::'_::"H,.."...t.'D· .... ~":;,·.oii~:l'l~~;~:-~l;r;-"_';'~- .. ,,,,,_.,,,.,,, ... ! 
81 
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Thursday, October 9, 1980 (Concluded) 

















Slicksr large irregular slick. 
perpendicular to road 
Slicks trending SooNW 
Slicky perpendicular to road 
Slick perpendicular to road 
Slick perpendicular to road, 
meanders around fishing peir 
Slicks (two): perpendicular to 
road, large meander& 
Rows both sides perpendicular 
to road 
Fr iday. October 10. 1980 
Time Tide Side. Mile Wind COUIDents 
T ESE 1~'15 Weather: cloudy and hazy 
" 
1232 4 hr OC 1.7 Slick perpend icular to road 
before 
~ MLW OC 2.2 Slick perpendlcular to road 
1241 OC 8.0 Slick trending 40·SE. large 
meanders 
1245 OC 1-4 Roughness band; cr,lm on west 
to side 
10.6 
OC 12 to 15 Waves of 0.5 m 0.5 ft) 
1250 OC 15 to Slick t~'ending 7IJ·NE 
B1 1 1 j 
OC 1"1.8 F~amline perpendicular to road 1 .~ 
1254 T 19 Turn around I Bay B1 to Roughness band; -ough on north 15.5 side ~ 




Bay 12 Roughness band on both sides of ~. 
Second Is land oJ 
1312 T 12 Turn around J 
:1 
1318 OC 8.6 Foamline perpendicular to road ~ ;~ 
1 
OC 14 Roughness band parallel to road 
and crosses road at 10.9 mile j 
mark, calm on west ] 
OC 15.4 Foamline perpendicular to road, I 
meanders I ~ 
. 
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Foamiine perpendicular to road 
Turn around 
Foamline perpendicular to road 
Roughness band perpendicular 
to road, calm on soutn 
Waves le88 than 0.3 m (1 tt) 
Turn around 
Roughne88 band parallel to road 
Slicka weak trending 30 0 NE 
Foamline parallel to road, 
extends (0.5 m) north of the 
Fourth Island 
Foamline trending SooNE, large 
meanders 
ENE 10-15 Turn around 
Roughness change perpendicular 
to road, north side rough and 
dark, south side calm 
Slick parallel to road 
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APPENDTX C 
MAPS SHCWTNG SURFACE CHARACTERTSTTCS 
AND WRTTTEN OBSERVATTONS FROM 
FLIGHT TRANSECTS 
'1'h1s appendix rontains wt'itten observations of flight transerts based 
on all available data as well as maps of surfare roughness observations 

































TIME (35 uun) 
15:19:08 
-~ -- - ----~ - -- - -- -- - -- - -- , 
DESCRIPTION 
Start record 
IP (Light 'fower) 
Beach 
Boat wake 
Front w/scalloped foam line 
Turbidity boundary 
Turbid to the North 
Trend 90° 
Small boat 
Foam line, trend 90· 
Front with scalloped foam line 
Turbidity boundary 
Horns pointing t, he South 
Trend 75· 
Turbidity change 
More turbid to the North 
Front with patch foam line 
Strong turbidity boundary 
Horns pointing to the West 




L-Band time: -1 s 
SUSS time: OK 
AOL time: OK TV time 
Heading: 233 0 
Wind: 328°; 1.01 m/s (2 kn) 
A/C speed: 108 m/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 107 m/s 
Temp: 14° C 














































10.'07/80 (Cont inued) 
TIME (TV) TIME (35 mm) 
15:19:12 15 : 19 :09- 11 
15:19:19 











Pass No.2-IS (Concluded) 
Front w/strong ioam 
Turbid to East 
Trend 110· - turns to 180· 
Striations 
Front w/strong foam line 
Scalloped - horns pointing to the West 
Slightly more tur~id to the East? 
Trend 45° 
Striations 
Turbidity ... 'ange 
Turbid to the North 





Data of f 

































Ship on right 
Striation 
Front w/strong foam line 
Scalloped - horns pointing to 
the Southwest 
Turbidity boundary 
Turbid to the Northeast 
Trend 140· 
Weak turbidity change 
Turbid to the North 
Menhaden boat trail 
Beach 




L- Band t iml"': OK TV 
SUSS time: OK TV 
AOL time: OK TV 
t.K: 2 s slow 
Heading: 232· 
Wind: 220·; 1.01 ~/o (2 kn) 
A/C speed: 108 m/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 107 m/s 
Temp: 14· C 
Side-looking TV count: 510 

































15:37:05 15 :37 :05-7 
15:37:54 
15:38:36 





Data on (beach) 
Patchy foam line 
Clear H20 just on edge of foam line 
Front w/strong foam line 
Horns pointing to the Southwest 
Turbid to the Northeast 
Trend 1600 
Strial ion 
Meandening turbidity change 
More tt'.rbid to the Southwest 




L- Band time: OK (! 0.5 s) 
AOL time: OK TV time 
Heading: 233 0 
Wind: 265 0 ; 1.03 m/s (2 kn) 
A/C speed: 102.9 mls (200 kn) 
Ground speed: 102 m/s 
Temp: 140 C 



























































TUrbid to the Uorthwest 
Trend 45° 
Channel marker (R-l0) 
Britiqe TUnnel 
Boat wake 
Front w/slight foam displaced 
Off turbidity boundary 
More turbid to the North 
Trend l~Oo 
Front w/strong foam line 
Scallopeo--horns pointinq to 
thp West 
~lrhiti to the East 
TUrbidity boundary 
~Jrhid to the East 
Trend 45° then 135° 
~- -;T' 
COMMENTS 
Pass N;J. 2-2N 
L-Band time: OK TV 
AOL time: OK TV time 
H~atiing: 050 0 
Wino: 228°i 2.6 m/s (5 kn) 
A/C 5pee~: 10e _/s (210 ~) 
Ground speed: 107 m/s 
Temp: 14° C 




































Small boat in view 
Front up foam line 
Sliqhtly m~re turbid to the North 
Tr~nrl 80 0 
Turhi~ity chanqe 





Ditta of f 











































Foam patch from Menha~en 
boats 
Foam patch from Menharlen 
boats 
Menharlen purse seine up boats 
Front w/strong foam line 
Sliqhtly scalloperl 
Horns pointed to the South 
Turbirlity boundary 
More turbid to the North 
Trend 1200 





-. '" -~ 
"1 
COMMENTS 
Pass .'0. 3-1 S 
L-Band time: OK TV 
SUSS tine: OK TV 
AOL time: OK TV 
Hea~ing: 2220 
Win~: 2200 ; 1 _/s (2 kn) 
AIC 3peed: 107 _/s (208 kn) 
Ground speed: 105 m/s 
Temp: 140 C 
Side-looking TV count: 1008 











































Turbidi ty change 
Striations 
Striations 
Front w/strong foam line 
Turhidity boundary 
Horns pointing to the Southwest 
~lrbid to the North 








Pass No. 4-2N 
L-Band time: , s fast 
SUSS time: OK TV time 
AOL time: OK TV time 
Heading: 023 0 
Wi~d: 2200 ; 1 _/s (2 kn) 
A/C speed: 109 m/s (212 kn) 
Ground speed: 109 _/s 
Temp: 14° C 





















Front w/<iiscontinuous foam line 
~lrhidity boundary 
HQrns pointing to the South 
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TIME (TV) TIME (35 nun) 

















~'enhaden boat wake 
Turhid patches 
Front w/stronq foam line 
Scalloped, ho~ns pointinq to 
the Southwest 
Turhid to the Northeast 
Trend 1700 
Front? (not visihle on 
TV or nun) 
Slick-like formation? Glint? 
Beach - data off 
_____ -;;r , 
j 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 5-1 S 
L-Bitnd time: OK TV 
1 
SUSS time: OK TV 
AOL time: OK TV 
Swept frequency: 2 s fast ,1 
1 
Heading: 1960 
Wind: 3200 ; 1.5 mis (3 kn) 
A/C sleed: 110.6 m/s (215 kn) 
Ground speed: 109 m/s 
Temp~ 1 r:;o C 
Side-looking TV count: 1252 
L ....... "L;,..u .. ,'1.A.~u.:L' ... J,:,.,""~ .:..-_ . ...:;::" .... 0 .,"'~,~,"',,',.,.~i>..; y.FL,.,.i~.""-.. ~....t.:...;,x:s.'~:.,OM:".W'_,.,· __ .... _:1: 'f *' ,'we Ir '':'_", .. J" .. ~.",,-• .;:-:"~ 'W" h 'e ffl ":,""",,.~ ,,"'-.. .... ~,,1. lidEN ow.. .ed':**.tebdltii .. k t ' .... ," rwe .. ·W' "itt": "-_~_,"""""'~~' "-trar rtf 


































More turbirl to the South 
Weak foam line 
Turbid patches 
Turbid pa tches 
Weak foam line 
Horns pointing to the Southeast? 





Co .... n~TS 
Pass No. 6-1N 
AOL time: OK 
120 s in pass-
altitude chanqed 
HeaClinq: 029° 
Winti: 320°; 1.5 ./s (3 kn) 
A/C speeti: 110.6 _/s (215 kn) 
GrOlmrl speed: 106 _/s 
Temp: 15° C 


































TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 
16:21:00 
16:27:26 














Front w/~trong foam line 
Horns pointing to the Southeast 
Turbid to the Northwest 
Front w/foam line 






More turhid to the North 
.............., -- T' 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 6-1 N 
Headinq: 231 0 
Win.i: 3200 ; 1 _/s (2 kn) 
A/C speed: 110.6 _Is (215 kn) 
Ground speed: 108 _Is 
TeIllP: 150 C 
Side-looking TV count: 1442 
~, 
r,; 
























16: 39: 16 











Front w/stronq foam line 
TUrbiliity boundary 
Horns pointing to the Northwest 
Hare turbid to the Southeas t 
Trenli 45° 
TUrbidity change 
Front w/strong foaa line 
scalloped sli'i)htly 
TUrhiliity boundary 
Horns pointing to the Southwest 








Pass No. 4-3N 
AOL tiae: OK TV tiMe 
Healiinq: 025 0 
Wind: 2200 ; 2.6 a/s (S kn) 
AIC spe~d: 110.6 _/s (215 kn) 
Ground speed: 106 _/s 
Teap: 15° C 
Silie-looltinq or,' "lunt: 1540 
t, _ 
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DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 

















































IP (Liqhthouse 1000 ft to riqht) 
Da ta on (beach) 
Discoloration in water 
Boat wake 
TUrbid band 
Patchy turbid areas 
TUrbid pa tch 
weak boundary 
turbid to North 
Patchy 
Front with foam--irreqular 
boundary 
TUrbid to the Northeast 
Striation 
Weak front 
TUrbid to the Southwest 
Edqe of front with foam 
in view 
" ;r " 
COMMENTS 
Pass tlo. 2-4S 
L-I~md time: + 2 s 
Suss time: 'IV OK 
AOL time: 'IV OK 
Heaoinq: 232 0 
Wino: 3200 i 1.5 m/s (3 kn) 
A/C speed: 108 m/s (215 kn) 
Ground speed: 108 m/s 
Temp: 16' C 
Side-looking 'IV count: 1642 





























Foam from bOnt? 
Irregular foam - boat ~.rake? 
Bay Bridge TUnnel 
Boat wake through front turbid 
to the Southwest scalloped, 
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More turbid to the North 
Front w/irregular foam line 
Turbidity bounda:-~ 
More turbid to the South 
Trend 85° 
Striation at boundary of 
color change 
Front VI/strong foam line 
Scall~ps, horns pointing to 
the South 
Turbid to the North 
Trend 90° 
(Boat?) Which one? 
Ship wake 
Menhaden boat wake 
Surf 
Data off (beach) 
- ," 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 4-4N 
L-Band time: 3 s fast 
SUSS tim~: OK TV time 
AOL tim~: OK TV time 
Heading: 025° 
Wind: 320°; 1 _/s (2 kn) 
A/C speed: 108 m/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 100 m/s 
Temp: 161> C 




































Front with slight foam line 
Turbio to the Northeast 
Trend 135° 
Weak foam line 
Turbio to the South 
Trend 50° 
(Holton) 
Front with irregular foam line 
Displaced to the Northwest 
Off turbidity boun~ary 
Horns to the Soeth 
Small scallops 






-"" ~, I 
COMMENTS 
Pass tlo. 2-5S ;r 
L-Bnno time: - 3 s fast 
SUSS time: OK TV time 
AOL tim,,: OK TV time 
Heaoing: 230° 
Wino: 220°; 2.1 m/s (4 kn) 
A/C spee1: 108 m/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 98 m/s 
1~mp. 16° C 
Sid~-looking TV count: 165 
':1 
11 ! :1 . 
J I . i, I . , .
























TIME (TV) TIME (35 mrn) 
17: 09: 44 17:09:47 
17:10:15 17:10:18 
17:10:18 17: 10: 20 
17:10:33 17:10:36 
17: 10: 36 
DESCRIPTION 
Ray Bridqe Tunnel 
Slight foam line 
Turbid to the Southwest , 
Front \"/buoy (R-l0?) 
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TIME (TV) TIME (35 mm) 
17:14:10 
17:16:15 




17: 17: 36 17' 17: 37 
17:17:43 17:17:46 
17:17:47 17:17:52 
17:17:13 End 35 mm coverage 
17:19:05 
17:19:27 







Channel marker (red) 
~lrbidity change 
More turbid to the SE 
Turbidity change 
More turbid to the South 
Trend 80° 
Ship 
W~ak foam line? 
Turbidity chanqe 
More turbid to the North 
Front w/strong foam line 
Scallops, horns pointinq South 
Turbid to the North 
Foam line, turbidity change 
Data off (beach) 
- ,. 
COMMENTS 
Pass N0. 4-5N 
SUSS tj'T1e: 1 s fast 
AOL tim~: ()I( 'IV time 
SF tim~: 3 s fast 
Win~: 220°; 3.1 m/s (6 kn) 
A/C spee1: 108 _/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 1 04 fA/ s 
Temp: 16° C 




















































Front w/foam line 
TUrbidity boundary 
TUrhid to the North 
Trend 1100 
Front with foam line 
Sliqhtly more turbid to the North 
Trend 90 0 
Boat 
Weak 
More turhid to the North 
Trend 45 0 





Pass No. 2-6S 
L-Bdnd time: 4 5 fast 
SUSS time: s time 
AOL timp.: OK TV time 
Notp.: failure to mark data on 
may make this a poorly 
documented pass 
Headinq: 2300 
Wind: 0300~ 1.5 m/s (210 kn) 
A/C speed: 108 m/s (210 kn) 
Ground ~peed: 105 m/s 
Temr-: 160 C 
Side-lookinq TV count: 590 
































Tllrhid to the Southeast 































17: 38: 19 13: 38: 19 
17:38:40 13:38:44 
17:38:41-46 13:38:46 






Front w/foam line, small 
scallops within large 
scallops, horns pointinq 
to the Hort" 
More turhid to the South 
Trend 80° 
Sliqht turbidi ty chanqe 
More turbid to the South 
Front w/stronq foam line 
Turbidity boundary 
Scallops, horns pointing South 
Turbiri to the North 
Trend 90°, (Boat?) 
Continuation of above 
TUrbid to the South (Osprey) 
CUrved front w/foam line 
TUrbidity boundary, r.orns 
pointinq into the clear H20--~ 
horns pointing into the turbid 
South, turbid to the East 
Turbidity change (ODU-1) 




Pass No. 4-6N 
SUSS time: s fast 
SF time: 5 s time 
Heariinq: 025° 
Winrl: 060°; 1 _/s (2 kn) 
A/C spe.=ci: 108 m/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 103 m/s 
Temp: 16° C 























TIME (TV) TIME (35 mm) 
17:38:51-52 13: 38: 54 
17:38:54 13:38:59 
17: 38: 57 13: 39:04 
17:39:03 13:39:08-10 
13: 39: 11 
17: 39: 1 1 '3: 39: 16 
17: 39: 15 
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 
Pass No. 4-6N (Concluded) 
Boat wake 
Marker buoy and striations from 
Bridge TUnnel 
Front w/strong foam line--no turbidity 
differencei mottled surface, scalloped 
horns pointing oath ways, larger horns 
point to the Northeast 
Front w/foam line 
~lrhidity boundary 
Scalloped, Horns point to 
the Southwest 
More turbid to the NE 
















" j ~ 
~ 
~ 





















IP (Light Tower) 
Beach 
Data on 
Front w/irreqular foam line 
TUrbid to the North 
Trend 110° 
Buc,y 
Scalloped foam line 
TUrbid to the North 
Trend 90° 
No foam-turbidity chanqe? 
TUrbid to the South 
Trend 90° 
TUrhidity change 
TUrbid to the tJorthwest 
Trend 45° 
Slight foam line 
Turbid to the North 
Trend 75° 
Boat wake 
----.....----- -;;c .. 
COMMENTS 
Pass tlo. 2-7S 
SUSS time: 1 s fast 
AO~ tirn~: OK TV time 
SF time: 5 s tiae 
Headinq: 232 0 
Wind: 040°; 2.1 m/s (4 kn) 
A/C speed: 108 _/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 105 a/s 
Temp: 16° C 















TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 




Bay Brirlge 'l\mne 1 
Turbi.U ty Change 



































17: 58: 29 
17: 58: 36 
17:58:40 
TIME (35 mm) 















Weak foaa line 
Turhio to the Southwest 
Trend 45° 




Weak foam line 
Turhiti to the Northeast 
( Holton) 








Pass No. 4-7N 
L-B.lnd ti.e: 6 s fast 
S~~S tiMe: 1 s fast 
AOL ti~: OK 1'Y tiae 
He<t H n'1: 0220 
Win~: 220-; 2.6 ./s (5 kn) 
A/C spped: 108 _/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 102 _/s 
TeMP: 16- C 
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Front wi th weak foam 
Turbid boundary-turbid to N 
Trend 75° 
Front turbioity boundary 
Turbid to the North 
Trend 90° (Holeon) 
Turhidity change-striation? 
Weak foam line 
Slight turhidity chanqe 
Turbid to the Southeast 
Trend 70° 
~)rhidity change 
Turhir-i to the 12st 
Trend 170° 
Front turbidity boundary 
No foam 
Undulating boundary 





Pas£ No. 2-8S 
SUSS time: 2 s fast 
AOL time: OK TV time 
SF time: 6 s fast 
Heaoing: 230° 
Wino: 250°; 1 m/s (2 kn) 
A/C speed: 108 m/s (~10 kn) 
Grou~u speed: 100 m/s 
Temp: 16° C 
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10/01/80 (Continued) 






18: 16: 48 
18:11:03 
18:11:55 18: 18: 01 
18: 11: 58 18:18:04 








Front w/foam line? 







Three color change 
TUrbidity chanqe 
Foam 
More turbid to the North 





Pass No. 4-8N 
suss time: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK 'IV time 
SF timp.: 6 s fast 
Headin'l: 023° 
Wind: 160°; 2.6 m/s (5 kn) 
A/C spP.ed: 108 m/s (210 kn) 
Temp: 16° C 





























TIME (TV) TIME 135 1'lM) 
18:23:00 
18:23:39 
18: 24: 41", 
18:24:50 113:24:55 
18:24:56 18:25:':1-% 
18: 25: 16 18:25:21-22 
18:25:24 18: 25: 30 
18:25:27 18:25:33 
18:26:00 18:26:06 
18: 26: 16 18:26:22 
DESCPI PTI0U 




PF"at · ... ake? 
W":ak tlJrbitii ty chan'l" 
Tren" 91)0 
Pront w/w"ak foam line 
TlJrbidi ty bolJn-1ary 
TlJr!"',id to the t¥:>rt:h 
Tren-l 90° (Holton) 
?rr,nt: turbi-ii ty boundary 
T'lrhid w the South 
Tr"nd 8 r)Q 
"'(,r,nt tlJrb11j t'/ bI')11T."iar,/ 
'I'lJrbid to t"'te E2st: 
Tren1 lBO o 
Prr:.nt .i th lic:ht fr:.am 
~~o tllrbvll ty r)l')lJniary 
i i c;tincrll c;hahle 
Trianq'Jlar sh"'f>e 
~ront ./weak foam line 
T'Jn,id to th" 'iorth 
TrerYi 85 '" 
(rJSTJr"y r:.r ')iIi-l) 
- 7 
CrJMHE!lTS 
P~'jS w,. 2-95 
Sr];~O:; t1,e: 1 s fast: 
~,)L tl-e: OK TV ti~e 
SP ~io~: 5 s fast: 
~;dinj: 229~ 
Wi (d : 1 50°; 3. 1 m/s (6 ]r.n) 
A/e spr,e-l: 108 m/s (2l0 kn) 
GrrJ'Jn" speed: 1 02 m/s 
T'!n;J: 1,)° C 




I ~ ~: 



















TIME (TV) TIME (35 mm) 
18:27:09 18:27:15 
18:28:15 
~;,.L;.."""""~~'~~'i1":UV'l~'" .~,' .. ". ~ ' .... , ",~_.I. .... ~_~!J.~J,_~ ,"!S"-._,-",,_~~,_,...,,., ,"~.,,~.:::·· .... ,.~o,~~;:IoL:""~' ;..4 .. ;L.,:, .... ~~,. !.,.,.'l!; ,~ £ t'h"bb'~ ti 
- 7'-
DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 
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Large ship to part of screen 
Front w/weak foam line 
Turbidity boundary 




Front strong turbidity boundary 
Turbid to the Southeast 
Trend 500 
Front weak turbidity boundary 
Turbid to the Southwest 
T.rend 1200 
(Trawler) 
Front w/undulating foam line 
Weak turbidity boundary 
Turbid to the Northeast 
Trend 1200 
(ODU-l ) 
Data off (beach) 
~-.;;r. 
COMMENTS 
Pass no. 4-9N 
Suss time: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK TV time 
SF time: 7 s fast 
Heading: 023'.> 
A/C speed: 108 m/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 102 m/s 
Temp: 9Go C 











1 \ j 
































Front w/light foam 
Turbidity boundary 




'rurbid to Eas t 
Irreqular trend 
Front w/weak foam displaced 
to the South of the turbidity 
boundary 
Horns pointing to the South 






Pass No. 2-10S 
SUSS time: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK TV time 
SF time: 7 s fast 
Heading: 227 0 
Wind: 190°, 3.1 _/s (6 kn) 
A/C speed: 108 m/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 98 _/s 
Temp: 16° C 









































18:55:03 (Not observed) 







foam line-turbidity boundary 
Horns pointing to the North 
Turbid to the North 
Trend 1200 
Striations 
l"ro:lt w/foam line displaced 
to the North of turbidity 
boundary 
Horns pointing to the North 
Turbid to the South turbidity 
Trend 70 0 
weak front with foam line 
Front w/weak foam line displaced 
to the North of turbidity boundary 
Slightly more turbid to South 
Trend 1200 
Boat wake? 
Weak foam--sliqht turbidity change 
Trend 160 0 
-- iT 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 4-10N 
L-Band time: 8 s fast 
SUSS time: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK TV time 
Heading: 027 0 
Wind: 150; 3.i m/s (6 kn) 
A/C speed: 100.3 m/s (195 kn) 
Ground speed: 101.5 m/s 
Temp: 150 C 
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DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 
Pass No. 4-100 (Concluded) 





































Front w/foam turbidity boundary 
Horns pointing to South 
Turbid to North 
Trend 100° 
(~ on No~th side) 
Front w/stronq foam line 
Turbidity boundary 
Small horns pointing to SE 
Turbid to the Northwest 
Trend 70° 
Strong front w/foam line 
Displaced to the South 
of the turbidity boundary 
Horns pointing to the South 






PdSS no. 2-11S 
L-Band time: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK TV ~~me 
SP: 8 s fast 
Heading: 2280 
Wind: 160°; 3.6 _/s (7 kn) 
AiC speed: 100.3 _/s (195 kn) 
Ground speed: 102 m/s 
~mp: 15° C 
Side-looking TV count: 1829 
end tape 







































Front w/patchy foam 
TUrbidity boundary 
Horns pointing to the South 
TUrbirl to the North 
Trend 1000 
Front w/patchy foam 
Strong turbidity boundary 
TUrhid to the Southeast 
Trend 75 0 
Front w/pconounced foam line 
Weak turbidity boundary 
Horns poi~ting to the North 
TUrbid to the South 
Trend 100 0 
Front w/foam line 
TUrbidity bounrlary 
Horns pointing to the NE 
TUrbid to the Southwest 
Beach 
Data off 
~';....,.,""aL.,t ""'."'''''''1!1=:';::~., ... ~ ", .;I"' ... L:.... .• ,."..:..,._1:ln.'""" .. (~./~ -'.~\/ .. r.,"';~;.:.l ""'.,L~.J::.i".~" ......... ~:,;."t;..~ • .u..., ~ Of! tki£rifet' ,< ~ ...... :,_ •• ,~~ ... ;Joe'?»"". -f ikw ~&t...,~:Jk .. :; ... 
- ;r 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 4-11 N 
SUSS time: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK TV time 
SF: 8 s fc,st 
Headi ng: 0270 
Wind: 1500 ; 4.1 _Is (8 kn) 
AIC speed: 97.7 _Is (190 kn) 
Ground speed: 100 _Is 
Temp: 15° C 
Side-looking TV count: 000 

























TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 
19:18:00 
19:18:40 
19: 19: 37 
19: 19: 45 19:19:53 
19: 19:47 (Not observed) 
19:20:09 19: 20: 18 
19:20:14 19:20:23 









Shore front/oil--not clearly 
defined in film 
Channel buoy (white) 
Front w/stronq foam line 
Slight no turbidity boundary 
Trend 100° 
Front w/strong. undulatinq 
foam line 
TUrbidity boundary 
TUrbid to the Northwest 
Trend 70° 
Front 
(Holton) (Osprey) (OD~) 
Front w/patchy foam line 
No turbidity chanqe visible 




Pass No. 2-1 2S 
L-Band time: 9 s fast 
SUSS time: 2 s fast 
A0L time: OK TV tiae 
Heading: 229° 
Wind: 145°; 3.1 a/s (6 kn) 
A/C speed: 100.3 a/s (195 kn) 
Ground speed: 97 a/s 
Temp: 15° C 
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10/07 /80 (Continued) 














Front w/weak foam line 
breaking up 
Slightly more turbid to the N 
'i'rend 90° 
Front w/strong foam line (rippled) 
Turbidity boundary 
Turhid to the North 
Trend 90° 
Turbidity change 
Turbid to the South 
Trend 80° 
Striation--trend 1500 
Weak foam line? 
Sliqht no turbidity change 
Trend 90° 
Front w/strong foam line 
Turbidity boundary 





Pass No. 4-12N 
L-Band tiae: 9 s fdst 
suss tiae: 2 s fast 
j AOL ti..e: OK 'IV tiae Heading: 025° 
Wind: 160°; 4.6 a/s (9 kn) 
A/C speed: 100.3 _/s (195 kn) 
Ground speed: 104 a/s 
Teap: 15° C 























TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 
19: 34: 11 19:34:22 




Front w/stror.~ foam line 
Turbidity boundary 
Horns point:i.nq to the NE? 
Turbid to the Southwest 
Trend 1350 





PdSS t~. 4-12N (Concluded) 




















TI",. 'IV) TIME (35 mm) 


















Slick (not visible on 'IV) 
Pront (not visible on 'IV) 
Front w/sliqht faa. 
TUrbidity boundary 
TUrbid to the South 
Trend 110° 
Weak foam li ne 
Trend 90° 
Weak foam line 
TrenJ 50° 
(No turbidity change visible) 
Front (not visible on TV) 
Front w/slight faa. 







Pass No. 2-1 3S 
L-Band tilM!: 10 s 
SUSS tilM!: 2 s fas t 
~OL HIM!: OK 'lY tiJIe 
lIeadinq: 228° 
Wind: 140°; 4.1 ./s (8 kn) 
~/C speed: 101.9 ./s (198 kn) 
Ground speed: 98.5 ./s 
Te.p: 15· C 




















~ w ~ 
~ 
l 





















TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 

















Front w/weak foam line 
Front (not visible on TV) 
Front w/foam line 
Horns pointing South 
TUrbid to the North 
Trend 1100 
TUrbidity boundary 
TUrbid to the South 





Pass No. 4-1 3N 
L-Band time: 10 s fast 
SUSS time: 2 s fast 
AOL time: OK 'IV time 
Heading: 027 0 
Wind: 150~; 4.1 m/s (8 kn) 
,l/C speed: lGl.9 m/s (198 kn) 
Ground speed: 103 m/s 
Temp: 150 C 
Side-looking 'IV Count: 799 
~ ... ~..., . .:- ' .. 














'\ r:t 1 
~! 




















1~: 29: 56 
15:30:57 
15:31:11 
• eo ~ 












More turbid to the SE 
Trend 45° 
TUrbidity change 





Front, strong turbidity 
boundary 
Mere turbid to the Bas t 
Trend 150° 
Small boat of wake 
Small boat 
possible weak front 
Br i de TUnne 1 
Data off 
(Continued) 
Pass uo. 2-15 
L-Banci time: OK 
SUSS time: OK 
AOL time: OK 
Heading: 233° 
Wind: 258°; 8.7 mls (17 kn) 
A/C speed: 102.9 mls (200 kn) 
Ground speed: 97 m/s 
Temp: 19° C 


































Weak turbidity change 











L-Band time: OK TV time 
SUSS time: OK TV time 
AOL time: OK TV Time 
Heaoing: 042 0 
Wind: 210°; 9.8 m/s (19 kn) 
Ground speed: 113 m/s 
Temp: 190 C 
Side-looking TV count: 263 
Can see helo and sample boats 
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Front, weak turbidity 
boundary 
More turbid to North 
Trend 80° 
Front, turbidity boundary 
More turbid to the East 
Trend 160° 
Osprey of drifter cards 
Front, weak turbidity 
boundary 




Pass No. 2-25 
L-Band time: OK 
SUSS time: OK 
AOL time: OK 
He&ding: 233° 
Wind: 250°; 9.3 m/s (18 kn) 
A/C speed, 102.9 m/s (200 kn) 
Ground speed: 95 m/s 
Temp: 19°C 



































Front, stronq turbidity 
boundary 
More turbic to NOrth 
Trend 1000 
(Shear? ) 




Pass No. 3-2N 
L-Band time: OK TV 
SUSS time: OK TV 
~OL tir..e: OK TV 
Headinq: 0420 
Wind: 250 0 ; 9.3 m/s (18 kn) 
~/C speed: 102.9 m/s (200 kn) 
Ground speed: 112 "Is 
Temp: 190 C 











































More turbid to the South 
Trend 80° (boat trail?) 
r.ark patch? 
Front, turbidity boundary 
Horns pointing to the South 
More turbid to the North 
Trend 60° 
Strong front with foam 
displaced to the West 
of the turbidity boundary 
More turbid to the East 
Trend 180° 
Front off to the side 
Front, turbidity boundary 




Pass Ne. 2-35 
L-Band time: OK TV 
suss time: OK TV 
AOL time: OK TV 
Heading: 234° 
Wind: 255°; 9.8 mls (19 kn) 
AIC speed: 102.9 mls (200 kn) 
Ground speed: 93 m/s 
Temp: 19° C 
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10/08/80 (Continued) 
TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 
Pass No. 2-35 (COncluded) 
16:07:21 Weak turbidity change 
16:08:30 12:08:32 Bridge Tunnel 
16:08:42 Data off 




















16: 16: 20 










Slick? (not visible) 
Weak turbidity change 
More turhid to the NE 
Trend 135° 
Front wi th foam 
Scallops, horns pointing 
to the South 
More i:urbirl to the North 
Front forminq to the 





Pass No. 5-1 N 
L-Band time: 1 s fast 
SUSS tiae: OK TV tiae 
hOL time: OK TV ti.e 
Heading: 013° 
Wind: 210°; 9.3 _/s (18 kn) 
h/C speed: 102.9 m/s (200 kn) 
Ground speed: 111 _/s 
Temp: 19° C 
Side-lookinq TV count: 985 
,..-, 
~ j 
L._,,'" ... _~C ...... _ < .• < .•.•••••.•• ,._ ,~ .•• " ••. _ •• .., .. L .... 0 ••• _0" ,_ "' •.... 0 ....... u ,~ •• _, .••••. ~. ",". W· •• ".. * "" .... ~........ ~ ... _"... .... .. ,j 
ii~ rln, 





















IP (off to left) 
Data on 
Shoreline 
Weak turbidity change 
More turbid to the South 
Trend 50° 




More turbid to the North 
Front, well-developed 
foam line, turbidity 
boundary 
Scalloped, horns pointing 
to the South 
More turbid to the North 
Trend 1200 






Pass No. 2-45 
L-Brtnr time: 2 s fast 
SUSS time: OK TV time 
~OL time: OK TV time 
Heading: 233° 
Wino: 250°; 7.2 m/s (14 kn) 
~/C speed: 101.9 _/s (198 kn) 
Ground speed: 94 _/s 
Temp: 19° C 






































Turbidi ty change 
Front, turbidity boundary 
More turbid to the North 
Trend 90° 
Striation, b~at wake? 
Front? (not visible on 
'IV or 35 mm) 
Channel marker 
Striation? boat wake? 
Data off 
_. ;r ~ 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 3-3N 
L-Band time: 2 s fast 
SUSS time: OK 'IV ti_e 
AOL time: OK 'IV ti.e 
ffeading: 0400 
Wind: 210°; 10.3 _/s {20 kn) 
Ale ~peed: 101.9 _/s (198 kn) 
Ground speed: 111 ./s 
Temp: 19° C 
Side-looking 'IV count: 1224 
j 
I 










16:43:37 12: 43: 39 
16:44:02 12:44:03 
16:44:04 12:44:05-6 







Fr0nt, turbirlity boundary 
More turbirl to the South 
Trenrl 55° 
Front, turbidity boundary 
More turbid to the North 
Trend 100° 
Front w/sliqht foam 
Irreqular turbidity boundary 
More ttirbid to the SE 
Trenrl 55° 





L-Band ti.e: 3 s fast 
SUSS time: OK 'IV time 
~OL time: OK 'IV time 
Pass stopped short of bridge 
tunnel 
Aborted due to air traffic 
Sid~-lookinq TV count: 1367 
~ 
























Fro~t, w/light foam 
turbidity boundary 
More turbid to the NE 
Trend 1400 
Front, turbidity boundary 
More turbid to the South 
Trend 700 
Front, turbidity boundary 
More turbid to the North 
Tre.ld 900 
Front, strong turbidity 
boundary 
More turbid to the NW 
Trend 45 0 
Remnant wave structure 





Pass No. 2-65 
[.-Band time: 3 s fast 
AOL U_e: OK TV tae 
Hearling: 233 0 
Wind: 2500 ; 7.2 _/s (14 kn) 
A/C speed: 102.9 _/s (200 kt. 1 
Ground speed: 96 _/s 
Temp: 19° C 
































17: 05: 13 1i: 05: 13 






Ship to left 
Front, w/slight faa. 
Turbidity boundary 




Turbidi ty to the East 
Trend 180° 
Smooths out and dissipates 
Front gone frOll! view 
Turbidit~ change 
More turbid to North 
Trend 90° 
Turbidity change 






Pass No. 3-4N 
L-Band ti.e: 3 s fas~ 
SUSS ti.e: OK 'N ti_e 
T\OL ti.e: OK TV tiae 
Hea-iinq: 043 0 
Wind: 200°; 8.7 _Is (17 kn) 
T\/C speed: 102.9 _Is (200 kn) 
Ground speed: 11 3 _Is 
Teap: 190 C 




" I: 11 
















17:13:20 17: 13: 25 
17: 1 3: 35 
17: 13: 38 
17:13:57 
17:13:58 
17: 14: 05 17:14:07-09 
17:14:45 
17:15:11 
17:16:13 17: 16: 17 
17: 16: 27 
DESCRIPTION 
Start record 






Front? (not visible on TV) 
Turbid band 
Front, turbidity boundary 
Turbid to the Northeast 
Trend 45° 
(Osprey cards in place) 
Possible weak front? 
(not visible) 





Pass No. 2-75 
L-B.md tiae: 3 s fast 
SUSS tiae: 1 s fast 
~OL tiae: OK 'IV tiae 
Hea<iing: 231· 
Win<i: 245·; 7.7 a/s (15 kn) 
AIC speed: 102.9 _Is (200 kn) 
Temp: 19° C 
Sid~-looking 'IV cour.t: 1685 
L ... d' .•••••• _ ..... M , ••• c,,·,~.~ .. ~_".L'~· .. ~. ~ ...•• .u.-.:L_."..--."" • ...:;.~ •. ilhJ~: __ ."'-<t.<d~ "7"!J~·' __ L . .; __ ,'','''It..·~, .... ill-..~->>,;.. __ h .• ~',!!,,',,.::.._~ _",~~tWiif' t"it"..... tit N .... :_.............:.~, 
-,. 






















More turbid to the South 
Trend 60G 
Manhaden boat 
Front, irregular turbidity 
boundary 
More turbid to the Northeast 
Trend 140° 
Front with foam, several 
tarbidity boundaries 
~lrbid to the Northeast 
Trend 135° 
Front with patchy fv~m 
Stronq turbidity boundary 
Horns pointing to the South 
More turbid t,o the North 
Trend 90° 
Channel buoy 
Turhid pa tches 
.. 7' 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 3-5N 
L-Band time: 3 s fast 
SUS5 time: OK 'IV time 
Heading: 042° 
Winch 205°; 10.8 m/s (21 kn) 
A/C speed: 102.9 m/s (200 kn) 
Ground speed: t12 m/s 
Temp: 19° C 















'- ·'·""-"<'C"~"'~L.~.""".~,:'C:~.. -",d;\:,.c=" "_,,.,,""" .• ·.u.,,' . .• ~,.~,,~"'~.~,""".~_ ..... ~.~,_" .... , .. ·"s,;· .. ·';,;. •• ,'.~~~_." .•• "~y,~_' ",* .. ,', ·w·"""""' ......... "".. .• ,;",-"",'",,,.,.,;,_~ ,~.""""":, .. """"",,. ... .i >' *1' "j t Ii ti t' ",J 
10/08/80 ~Continued) 
TIME (TV) TIME (35 mm) 
17:24:27 13: 24: 29-30 
17:24:37 
I, ; 













































TIME ('IV) TI~E (35 mm) 
17:30:~2 No 35 mm coverage 
17:29:55 
17:30:58 












Turbidity change (not 
visible on TV) 
Frot w/foam line (Holton) 
Front (not visible on TV) 




Pass No. 2-85 
L-Bdnd time: 4 s fast 
SUSS time: OK 'IV time 
AOL time: OK TV time 
Heading: 233° 
Win~: 260°; 6.7 - s (13 kn) 
Temp: 19° C 
Side-looking TV count: 000 














































':rO",lt wi th foam 
Turbidity boundary 









Pass No. 3-6N 
L-Band time: 5 s fast 
SUSS time: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK 'IV time 
Heafiing: 043° 
Wino: 205°; B.7 mls (17 kn) 
AIC speeo: 102.9 m/s (200 kn) 
Ground speed: 109 mls 
Temp: 1t'\0 C 
Side-looking 'IV count: 192 




~'->-~l8..~"~:"u ..... t..:""": ,..,._.:.,_-~:::+;:;....-d'(.-,\ .. ,_,;~.,_ •. _'~~,,!",:_..,..~,L'I';,,,,,,.,'<'A.. _--',~,"-,;~_.,~.-»t..~~<,",.Jd.o,.,...J;)..!;;';'r.l! "11 • ;;t ... Ilt:&.:1~;+ ... ~,_ .... : ::1- W 'hV"" *. ",n,~".j,,,,~,_,·o.....h.:'- 'w 6 aNt>r"' ~'::"~"::''''''''J,.r:'': ~":' ... ·~ .. h~'M < '"*",,,,*b(~ ~t; itt en f "HNt -,.n'';8' I *.4 ,·-t"&i' Wid t/<:',",_~-,~_;j_ .,; It 1ft. > * fri't- , .-'. P:!' 

























TIME (TV) TIME (35 mm) 





17:50:19 17: 50: 23 
17:50:24 13:50:28-29 
17:50:33 13: 50: 36-37 










Front w/patchy foare 
~Jrbi~ity boun~ary 
Turbi~ to the North 
Tren~ 90° 
Small ship 
Front, turbidity boundary 
Turbid to the Southeast 
Trend 45° 
Front w/slight ~oam 
More turbi~ to the North 
Trend 90° 
Turbidity change 







Pass No. 2-95 
L-Ban~ time: 5 s fast 
suss time: 1 s fast 
AOL time: 0K TV time 
Hea~ing: 231° 
Win~: 253°; 7.2 m/s (14 kn) 
A/C speed: 102.9 m/s (200 kn) 
Ground speed: 94 m/s 
Temp: 19° C 
Si~e-lookinq TV count: 422 
Chesapeake Channel 















































Fron~ w/slight foam 
Scalloped, horns pointing 
to the South 




Turbid to the South 




Pass No. 3-7N 
L-Aand time: 5 s fast 
SUSS time: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK 'IV time 
Hea(Ung: 042° 
Wind: 205°; 8.7 m/s (17 kn) 
A/e speed: 101.3 m/s (191 kn) 
Ground speed: 109 m/s 
Temp: 19° C 




I: p 1 





































Foam due to breaking waves 
Front w/patchy foam 
Turbidity boundary 
More turbid to the North 
Trend 900 
Channel marker 
Front, turbidity boundary 
~lrbid to the North 
Trend 80 0 
Front, turbidity boundary 
Turbid to the North 
Trend 85 0 
(small boat) 
Striations 




Pass No. 2-105 
L-Band time: 6 s fast 
SUSS time: OK 
AOL time: OK 
Hearling: 234 0 
Wind: 2600 ; 6.7 m/s (13 kn) 
A/e speed: 97.7 m/s (190 kn) 
Temp: 190 C 












































TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 
18:11:01 18:11:06 






















































Scalloped, horns point to 
the Sou theas t 






Pass No. 3-8N 
L-Band time: 6 s fast 
SUSS time: 1 s fast 
Heading: 045° 
Wind: 198°; 8.7 m/s (17 kn) 
A/C speed: 100.8 m/s (196 kn) 
GrQund speed: 110 m/s 
Temp: 19° C 
Si~e-lookinq TV count:895 










1 0/08/80 (Con tinned) 
TIME (1V) TIME (35 mm) 
18:21:14 18:21:20 
18:27:26 18:21:32 





18:29:55 18: 30: 01 
DESCRIPTION 
Beach 
Front wi th pa tchy foam 
Irreqular turbioity boundary 
Horns point to the South 
Hare turbid to the North 
Trend 900 
Front with slight foam 
~lrbidity bounoary 
More turbid to the North 
Trend 900 
Front - turbidity boundary 
More turbid to NE 
1'reno 60 0 
Front with patchy foam 
Irregular turbidity boundary 
Sliqhtly more turbid to the N 
Trend 135 0 
Front with slight foam 
Turbidity bounoary 






Pass No. 2-115 
1V no data 
Asstmle same ~Band 
oelay as pass 3-6N 
Heaoinq: 231 0 
Wind: 253~; 8.2 _/s (16 kn) 
A/C speed: 99.3m/s (193 kn) 
Ground speed: 95 m/s 
Temp: 190 C 
Sioe-lookinq 1V count: 1036 


























Front (not visible) 
Turbidity chanqe 





Scalloped, horns pointinq 
to the South 







Pass No. 3-9N 
L-Rand time: 7 s fast 
, 
1 
SUSS t_me: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK TV time 
Hea(Jing: 039° 
Wind: 205°; 7.7 m/s (15 kn) 
A/e speed: 99.3 m/s (193 kn) 
Ground speed: 111 m/s 
Temp: 19° C 



























More turbid to the North 
Trend 60° 
Turbid band (not visible) 
Front w/patctay foam 
~orns pointing to the South 




Front w/patchy foam 





~~, ...... ~.<i.!lo<'.n.'J~"'" otl:..:"~.o •• ~,,~ ,,-~, •.. ~~t::,,,~"'.1-, .. ,- :~ i: .. !~ .. :>.!l .. .,~..., ..• 1l6._. ,A'-" , >.,,_,,;.:; '_1,> •. 1.", .• ~ __ ;l:w"~ .. _",~ ::.t ... ,,,' .. ,, y,.",- -. er ok .-& M - ..... "'_. __ • -" "'l .. "':~~lo.l&,,"'~.dn .. ,,,.,,,:~: 
- 7~ 
COftMmn'S 
Pass No. 2-12S 
L-Hand ti.e: 7 s f~st 
SUSS time: 1 s fa~t 
AOL ti.e: OK 'IV ti.e 
Heading: 2350 
Wind: 255°; 8.7 _/s (17 kn) 
A/C speed: 100.3 _/s (195 tn) 
Ground speed: 95 _/s 
Temp: 19° C' 
























~.:c,-,~ ••••••• ~, ," •• b ...... ,~ ..... " •.• ~ .• 




Front w/foam h.. ~ 
Weak turbidity boundary 





Radio tower on South side 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 2-125 (Concluded) 
.,>~ .... ~h._1t;i;: ".'u .. ",.,.....,.,ibiltS'dt , .• ,.":"""" .• ~ ___ ., ... ,,,~:.c.< .... 04:::.:.. - . ...;4.Ms.I(::-, ~~( 1ft 'ebb 'e a3M Ji hf'iH4iii4. e" qtiIiI[* 
-~~ 
~ 









TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 
!l 
" I 18:51:59 
I 18:52:46 18:54:23 








" ~ 18:55:52 18:55:55 18:55:59 







Slick alonq channel? 




Front wi th foam 
Irreqular turbidity boundary 
Horns pointinq to the South 




- T ,.,...,. 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 3-10N 
L-Band tiae: 7 s fast 
SUSS time: 2 s fast 
AOL tiae: OK 'IV ti_e 
Hedding: 041° l 
i Wind: 220°; 6.7 _/s (13 kn) 
1 
A/C speed: 99.3 _/~ (193 kn) 
Ground speed: 110 _/s 
Temp: 19° C 











~-,.,- -r- - ----_~-
10/08/80 ~Continued) 


















Front w/foam, horns? 




Small front (not visible) 
Slight foam? 
Front? (not visible) 
South edge of front 
Channel marker 
Channel marker 
Weak foam line? 
............... -,.- -. 7' ., 
tiJ 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 2-13:; 
L-Band time: 1 s fast 
SUSS time: 2 s fast 
1 AOL time: OK TV time 
Heading: 233 0 , 
Wind: 258°; 1.7 m/s (15 kn) 
A/C speed: 100.3 m/s (195 kn) 
Ground speed: 92 m/s 
Temp: 19° C 
Side-looking TV count: 1416 
l,_ k.~.J::'L~~;"i~l:":.r,..~_..; _._,..,ir' .... ...t~;· .. ili...',~".~1:,.,~:~_)dd:.- L ......... ,''''_,~.·.d.b".''-.... :.-;.t:c. ":.~>.-"t'_"""'''''~'''"'~:'''''''''i~:'': ... ,,.-,-~:. ~....a~~ '¥**Wii H' .... '... " -~. -.. :cld 4".""· f.,".&.t".:.N· ..... ",;t.! .'. f.; .. 'I.1 •• ;: .... ;'a~ ,diC,*" b i •• W' it' -I dii+r" j, .. ' , .. ; ntliiis"l" 8"M s-wr"" ___ !.....-~ . ....;... '-.e. ,,,...;> tOM .... '*'W> C'W; , r . 'r • 




















TIME (TV) TIME (35 mm) DESCRIPTION COMMENTS 
~ass No. 2-135 (Concluded) 
19:05:43 ~9:05:43 Bridge 'J,unnel 
19:05:51 Data off 
'~.~?;25 Beach 
19:07:32 IP 


























'19: 12: 29 (not observed) 
19:12:55-13:02 19:12:59-13:02 
19:13:15 19:13:23 






"'ore turbid to the South 
Trend 90° 
Ship wake 
Front with patchy foam 
Turbidity boundary--irreqular 
Turbid to the East 
Trend 180° 
Front w/patchy foam 





Scallops, horns pointinq 
to the South 





Pass I~. 3-11 N 
L-Band time: 8 s fast 
SUSS time: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK 1V time 
Heading: 039° 
A/C speed: 2200 i 7.2 m/s (14 kn) 
Ground speed: 111 m/s 
Temp: 19° C 














































More turbid to the North 
Trend 120° 
Front with well-developed 
foam line 
Horns pointing to the South 
More turbid to the North 
Trend 85° 
(Small boat) (Osprey) 
Front-turbidity ho~ndary 




More turbill to the North 
Trend 110° 
Small front (not visible) 
Pass No. 2-1 4S 
L-Band time: 8 s fast 
SUSS ~ime: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK 'IV time 
A/C speed: 97.7 m/s (190 kn) 
Temp: 19° C 






























TIME (TV) TIME (35 mm) 
19:22:16 19:22:25 






19: 25: 24 19:25:32 
19:25:26 
~ij.'~'_"_.A";,!,~,,,,,,,;b'1L~_~,~",,,, •.•. .:::'t"h~~~""""""'~>_'_~'~ .. /"'.:..,.".d·,...,"' •. ·.~-.. d';;'~ < __ ,,~ <:" ~.".".. .. ~ .. ,.~.,~ • .L~> .• ~.~.,~....::.,.\l:k":U """"""' l,#W ....... W it-.. ~ 
DESCkIPTION 
Front w/foam line 
Slightly more turbid to the North 
Trend 60° 
Front w/foam line 
Turbidity boundary? 
Slightly mort turbid to South? 
Bridge Tunnel 
Front - turbidity boundary 





















































F1.{~nt (not visible ,n 
TV or 35 mm) 
Chesapeake channel front 
(not visible on TV or 35 mm) 
Striations 
Front near helicopter 
'not visible) 
Small front (not visible) 
Front with wavy foam line 
No turbidity change 
Trend 90~ 
(not visible on TV) 
Channel marker 
Front (not visible) 






Pass No. 3-12N 
L-Band time: 9 s fast 
SUSS time: 2 s fast 
AOL time: OK TV time 
Flight research camera on 
Heading: 039° 
Wind: 227°; 6.2 m/s (12 kn) 
Ground speed: 104 m/s 




































Front--weak tl.: :-bidi ty 
boundary 
TUrbi.d to the South 
Trend 90° 
Channel buoy 
Front w/stronq foam line 
TUrbidity boundary 
H0rns point to the South 
TUrbid to the North 
Trend 90° 
Fr.ont - turbidity 
boundary 
More turbid to SE 
Trend 60° 
Front - turbidity 
ooundary 
More turbid to the Northeast 
Trend 130° 
Pass No. 2-1 5S 
L-Band time: 9 s fast 
SIJSS time: 2 s fast 
AOL time: OK TV time 
Wind: 255°i 7.2 m/s (14 kn) 
A/C speed: ~00.3 m/s (195 kn) 
Ground speed: 93 m/s 
Temp: 19° C 
Side-looking 'IV count: 000 


































TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 
19:41:22 19:41 :31 







Front with well-developed foam 
line 
Horns pointing to the SE 
Slightly more turbid to the NW 
Trend 600 
Weak foam line 
Trend 900 
Bridge Tunnel 






Pass No. 2-15S (Concluded) 




































Front (not visible on 
TV or 35 mm) 
Striations 
Front (not visible on TV) 
Striations 
Front (not visible on TV) 
Front w/foam line 
No turbitiity change 
Trend 90° 
Data off 
~k~_!;1,'_""~~(",<",~"".>-.,,,", ".:~",~~!7;: .. ~.,_; "" ....... ".L~·;~1:'".~....b~,._.~.:~.... ~~-..:..=-"-"'-.tt ..... _l!ol.I.1i..-..:~_.......:.""-... _-!'"-or ... "'-,~~,_,.;, .•• "I, ... ~""" .t':.,~; .•. <i:J.. 
-~ ;;r ~ 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 3-1 3N 
L-Band time: 9 s fast 
SUSS time: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK TV time 
Heatiing: 038" 
Winti: 235°; 7.7 m/s (15 kn) 
A/C sped: 97.7 ./s (190 kn) 
'1'eml'): 20° C 


















































Weak front (not visible) 
Front w/irregular foam line 
Sliqhtly more turbid to tlorth 
Trend 900 
Front w/foam 
Horns pointing to the South 
More turtid to tJorth 
Trend 90° 
Front w/weak turbidity 
boundary 




t-k>re turhid to the West 





Pass No. 2-16S 
L-Band time: 10 s fast 
SUSS time: 2 s fas t 
A0L time: OK 7V tiae , .~ j 
l 
Heading: 232 0 
Wind: 255~; 8.2 m/s (16 kn) 
AIC speed: 97.7 m/s (190 kn) ! 
Ground speed: 92 _/s 
Temp: 190 C 
,1 
Side-lookinq TV count: 507 
J 






TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 
20:03:53 20:04:06 
20:04:14 




Pass No. 2-165 (Concluded) 
TUrbidity change 
More turhid to Southeast 
Trend 45° 
TUrbirlity change 
More turhirl to the NW 
Trend 45° 
Sma 11 bOil t 
Beach 
Data off 


































Start record--data on Pass No. 3-14N 
IP? Beach L-a~nd ti_e: 10 s fast 
Small boat wake SUSS tir.te: 2 s fast 
Ship to right 
Ship AOL U_e: OK 1V tae 
Small boat HeatUng: 041° 
Ship to right 
Ship wake WiM: 225°; 100.8 _/s (14 kn) 
Ship at nadir 
Ship wake A/C speed: 97.2 _/s (189 kn) 
Ship to left 
Front (not visible on 1V Temp: 19° C 
or 35 nun) 
Striations Side-lookinq 1V count: 664 
Ship wake? 
Trend 45° 















TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 
20: 10: 56 20:11:06 
20: 11 : 1 1 -1 2 
20:11:2~ 
~...::t:::I.'"''''!::_''3L'.~''''' ,,..'"~,!...~-,, ~.:r..:J.~ _ ~ __ ~·.~.h"tt.:.._:"~:':~. __ ...... ""~ .... _""~,.rt.:;"",,,",...: ....... ,~"_,~,..i.:I~:.._ .. ";;:r_:!kL •. ",, 'j" 8th'- riif' '& .~_u." 
DESCRIPTION 
Weak turbi~ity change 
More turbid to North 
Trend 900 
Front w/well-developed foam line 
Scallops, horns pointing to the South 






Pass No. 3-14N (Concluded) 

















20: 19: 19 
20:19:33 
20: 20: 10 
~~~"'. ,., " .. , .....• o~n.";::;d ........ "" ... ,>"" ..• ~.~ ... '". .. 
TIME (35 mm) 
20. ~ 7: 41 
20:18:14 
20: 18: 17 
20: 19: 31 
20: 19: 44 
20: 20: 21 
20:22:44 
DESCRIPTION 
Start record (missed IP) 
Data on 
Beach 
Front with turbidity 
boundary 
Turbid to the South 
Trend 125° 
Front w/weak feam 
Small scallops, horns pointinq 
into the clear H20 
Slightly more turbid to 
t.he NW 
Trend 60° 
Front w/f0am line 
Slightly more turbid to 
the South 
Trend 100° 
Front w/turbidity boundary 




Tape stops abruptly -
no data oif time 
T 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 2-1 75 
AOL time: OK TV time 
Heading: 234° 
Wind: 260°; 8.2 _/s (16 kn) 
A/C speed: 97.7 _/s (190 kn) 
Gro'lnd speed: 89 _/s 
~mp: 19° C 
Side-looking TV count: 830 






















(no data on command 
recorded) 
Front w/foam displaced to 
the North of the turbidity 
boundary 






Foam - front breaking up? 
Trend 900 
Foam line (not visible) 
Turbidity change 
More turbid to the South 
Trend 1200 
Weak foam line 





o:::-,o_o __ o_~ ___ • .~ __ .~.-_o._ ~<'l 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 3-1SN 
Headinq: 041 0 j 
" 
Wind: 2200 ; 6.7 _/s (13 kn) 
Side-look!ng TV count: 953 





















TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 
18:09:00 No 35 mm coverage 
18:09:51 
18:11:03 
1& 1 :09 
18:11:31 
18:1~:42 




















~~,.'T~-."- T",-T .-,,-.,~ ._.---., 
CCHlEH"l'S 
Pass No. 12-15 
L-Band tille: 6 s fast 
SUSS tiae: ex 'N time 
AOL time: OK 'N title 
Heading: 2340 
Wind: 2150 , 5.1 a/s ell kn) 
Ground speed: 94 _/s 
Te_p: 24° C 
Side-looking 'N count: 1123 
















TIME (TV) TIME (35 BIJII) 
18:18:00 No 35 .. coverage 
18:18:52 











Da ta on boat wake 
Ship 
Ship 
Front to left 2.4 ka (1.5 Ili) 
TUrbid.a. ty line {aot vis. on TV) 






Pass No. 13-19 
L-Band ti.e: 5 s fast 
suss ttae: 1 8 fast 
AOL tiae: OK 'IV ti8e 
Headinq: 043-
Wind: 259°. 4.6 
Ground speed: 109 a/8 
Teap: 24° C 



































No video coverage 
~'" '''~~.r:~-=~.a..~:r:i._"--' __ .o.~~,~~~~: .... '!::::''''~ck .... -••• j.;,- __ ~""'_.~'";';,.,""':..._..t:-"."., 
TIME (35 mm) 
18:29:05 




18: 30: 27 
18:30:40 










More turbid to the North 
Trend 90°' 
Turbidity change 
More 'rurbid to the North 
Trend 90° 
Weak turbidity change 
More 'rur~id to the East 
Trend 30° 
Bay Bridge Tunnel 
.. -.~ .. --~ .. ~, ----
CCMlEtft'S 
Pass No. 12-25 
AOL tiae: OK 'N tiae 
Ground speed: 106 _Is 
Teap: 24°C 
J;"'~,:,.L ••• ~.-:.A';.= ."~ .. .::-'·e(-i*idFfYirc:_ ..• &,-~",., __ ,_ .. ,," __ -, ... ,~~_I''""- it- j "1 tV [- .-•• '1,,%& -~ .............. ~_~_.-.1.._~ .... ~_...i...... ......... " ...... ...;;- _ 1" 








































Ship to left 
Chesapeake channel front 












Pass No. 13-29 
L-Band til.e: 6 8 fast 
SUSS time: 1 s slow 
AOL tiae: OK "1Y Tiae 
Audio poor to nonexisten~ 
Headinq: 0400 
Wind: 2390 , 4.6 a/s (9 tn) 
A/C speed: 108 a/8 (210 tn) 
Ground Speed: 107 a/8 
~ap: 23° C 
Side-lookinq "1Y count: 1436 
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(Not visible on TV or 35 mm) 
Channel marker 
Front--turbiditv boundary 
More t.urbid to North 
Trend aoo 
(ODU-1 and Osprey with 
all 10 Cards) 
TUrbidity change 
More turbid to the South 
TUrbidity change 
Slightly more turbid to the ~rth 
Trend 90° 
~ ~'--r'~,- i 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 1 2-35 
!.-Band ti.e: 6 s fast 
5 JJ55 time: 1 s slow 
AOL ti.e: OK "IV ti.e 
Audio poor to terrible 
Headi ng: : !300 
Wind: 240°, 2.1 ./s (4 kn) 
Ground speed: 102 a/s 
Temp: 23° C 
Chesapeake channel front-turbidity 
boundary. more turbid to North 
Trend 80° 
'-~-=-l 























TIME (TIl) TIME (35 DUD) 
18:48:20 
18:49: 14 18:49:21 
18:49:43 
18:49:36 
---:~ -- ~,....,....-' -::' ..... -;iifI'l"'"', .. --.-..,,,... "~-,~ ~,","'~'~ ~ .. ....", 
DESCRIPTION COPetENTS 



















































Front w/foam line 
Horns pointinq to the South 
More turbid to the North 
Trend 90° 
Data off 
~'p.- ~ ?"'-;'~"F 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 13-3& 
L-Band tiae: 7 s fast 
suss tiae: 1 s slow 
AOL tilM': OK TV tiae 
A/C speed: 108 a/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 111 ./s 
'l'e=-p: 23° C 
Side-looking TV count: 85 
kM." _~. ih'.~:;Z~~.,,,,-:. ... ...c"",~~,,,,'~'"~ ,,,~,.~~"-';"'_-4:~_,,.,~ . ....:;.,~~ ... _.~~, __ :dt.o..~.t"'_; ~:,.",~";'lld)n5#·#t- ,_<..J":">WI.i._~~!,._.L_ .. I, _~,'. '~'_"~_"'_"' k- b !4>--/y ¥ '!:It-t1 t" '"f,;a.;""!-t-~":'..... ..i-" fl .,)~, ., 




































19: 16: 01 
19:16:12 
19:16:29 









Buoy (not visible) 
Beach 
Foam line (not visible) 
Channel buoy 
Front wi th foaa 
Strong turbidity boundary 
Horns pointinq to the South 
More turbid to the North 
Trend 80° 
(ODU-l or Osprey?) 
Weak turbidity boundary 
More turbid to North 
Trend 60° (not vis. on TV) 
Front w/weak foam 
More turbid to West 
Trend 35° (Boat tr~il?) 
TUrb~~~ty change (not visible) 
~ ~~~-:-",..,: .. "- "'~ .-,."-
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 1 2-4S 
L-Band tillle: 7 5 fast 
suss tiae: 1 s slow 
AOL U_e: OK 'IV ti.e 
Heading: 233° 
Wind: 247°; 3.1 _/s (6 kn) 
A/C speed: 108 _/5 (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 104 _/s 
Te.p: 24° C 
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t>ESCRIPTICN COMMER'1'S 
Pass No. 12-45 (Concluded) 
TUrbidity chanqe (not visible) 
TUrbidity chanqe (not visible) 
Weak faa. line - striation 
Br idqe runnel 
FoaJII line? (not visible) 
Foam line anti buoy 
Data off 











































Front? (not visible) 
Boat? Buoy? 
Wake fro. boat: 
Front w/patchy foa. 
Irreqular turbidity boundary 







Pass No. 1 3-4N 
L-Band tillte: 8 s fast 
SUSS tiae: OK 'IV tiae 
AOL tillE': OK 'IV tiae 
IP at ~idge TUnnel/land 
Video poor 
Heading: 043° 
Wind: 247°, 4.6 !lot's rg 1m) 
Ground speerl: 109 ~/s 
Side-looking ~ ~nt: 667 
--"~ ,-.~ ~.".-~ 
I 
1 !.! 






































Front (not visible) 
Front (not visible) 
Channel buoy 
Foaa line? 
Front (not visible) 
Weak foaJl line? 
Striation 
Chesapeake channel front(?) 
(not visible) 






P.tSS No. 12-55 
L-Band tiae: 8 8 fast 
suss tiae: 1 s slow 
AOL tiae: OK 'I'V tialte 
Headinq: 233· 
Wind: 265·; 2.6 a/s (5 kn) 
A/C speed: 108 a/s (210 kn) 
Ground speed: 104 a/8 
Side-lookinq 'I'V count: 844 
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TIME.J.!'V) TIME (35 lUll) 
19:35:30 
19:37:07 
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sene& of slick lines 
(not vi~. on 35 .. or TV) 
Stridtion (not visible) 
Striation (not visible) 
I 
Front with faa. 
TUrbidity boundary 




Front w/well-developed faa. 
COMMEN'TS 
Pass No. 13-5" 
L-Band tiae: 8 s fast 
SUSS dae: 1 s slow 
H>L tire. 0It 'TV title 
Side-lcokinq 'TV count; 844 
Last pass with l5 .. cover.qe 
line-turbidity boundary 
Scallops, horns point to the South 







































TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 



















Front (not visihle) 
Front (not visible) 
Front (not visible) 
Foam line (not visible) 
Weak faa. line (not visible) 
Weak front (not visible) 
South side of front: 
(not visible) 
Bridge TUnnel 
Foam line (not visible) 
Data off 
.............,. ~ .: ~~-""'-- >~~.~.~~ 
COMMEN'I'S 
PaRS No. 1 2-65 
L-Band ti.e: 9 s fast 
SUSS time: OK 'IV tae 
AOL time: OK 'IV tae 
Hea~ i nq : 231 ° 
Wind: 257°; 3.1 _Is (6 ~n) 
Ground speed: ~05 _Is 
Side-looking 'IV count: 1089 
I 













TIME ('IV) TIME (35 111m) 













C0ior chanqe (not vis. on TV) 
TIlrhi di ty line wi th foa. 
(not ~·is. on 'IV) 
P0al11 line (n0t visihle) 
Data off 
-----.......-----;:"""" '-;-"""7:'''''' ~"'<"'-' - -~ •• ~ 
COMMENTS 
Pass r.-:>. , 3-6N 
L-Banri ti "'Ie: 9 'i fast 
SUSS time: OK TV tiJae 
AOL ti -,e : f)K TV tille 
fleadinq: 043 0 
Wind: 205°; 4.1 _/5 (8 kn) 
A/C sr~ed: 102.9 _/5 (200 kn) 
Groun~ s~ed: 106 _/s 
TeIllP: 230 C l 
Side-l00kinq TV count: 1147 ~ 
~ 























TIME (TV) TIME (35 1I!JIl) 
















T"<lrhirli ty li~ (not vi s. on TV) 
Turbirli~1 line w/foaa 
(not 'lis. I)n 'IV) 
Slict-.s (weak) (not vis. -Jrl TV) 
Front, Chesa~<lke channel 
(not vis. t)n '-J) 
Briciqe Tunne 1 
Front w/foaa (nl)t vis. on TV) 
Data ob. 
..............,:;-'"" "': "":"-;;"-"'""" 
COfoMFR1'S 
Pass No. 1 2-15 
5 (J.'i.<; t iCl~ : OK TV t Ute 
ADL ti::l"!: OK TV tiae 
Headi..nq: 232-
Winrl: 200-; 2.1 a/s (4 kn) 
Ground speed: 103 _/s 
5ide-lookinq TV count: 132) 
















TIME ('lV) TIME (35 nun} 
















TUrbidity line (not vis. on 'lV) 
TUrbidity line w/toam 
(not vis. on 'lV) 
Slicks (weak) (aot vis. on 'lV) 
Front, Chesap~ake channel 
(not vis. on 'IV) 
Bridqe TUnnel 
Front w/foam (not vis. on TV) 
Dilta off 
~:::-'!',,{: ~""~~,.;:tIf"W ~"~ ~. ~"- ~-".~'-' .~"~ 
I 
COMMENTS 
Pas'; No. 12-7S 
suss ti"e: OK 'lV tiae 
AOL tilft~: OK 'lV ti.e 
';~a<iinq: 2320 
Wind: 200°; 2.1 _/s (4 tn) 
Ground speed: 103 _/s 
Side-lookinq TV count: 1323 












TIME (TV) TIME (35 nun) 















Misserl IP back on line 10:34 
Data on 
Ship 
Chesapeake channel line weak 
(not vis. on TV) 
North edge C.C. line weak 
(not vis. on TV) 





~-'~~;Jf""~' ~--~ .. -. ~-"--"'" 
COMMENTS 
Pass No. 1 3-7N 
L-Banr) til1te: 9 s fast 
SUSS tim~: OK TV ttae ~ 1 
AOL time: OK TV tille 
Headinq: 044° 
Wind: 200°; 4.6 a/s (9 kn) 
A/C speerl: 102.9 a/s (200 kn) n ~ 
Ground speed: 107 a/s 
Teap: 23° C 
















































Weak front (not vis. on TV) 
Wp.ak front (~~t vis. on TV) 
Front (not vis. on TV) 
Front (not vis. on TV) 
Front (not vis. on TV) 
Front (not vis. on TV) 
Ches~~ake channel slick 
(not vis. on TV) 
Weak slick (not vis. on TV) 
Bridge tunnel 




Pass No. 1 2-85 
L-Band thte: 10 s fast 
SUSS timp.: OK TV ti~e 
AOL tilllp.: OK TV tae 
Heatiing: 2290 
Wind: 2200 ; 2.6 _/s (5 kn) 
Ground speed: 96 _/s 
Side-looking TV count: 1504 



















TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 













IP (missed-chanqed tapes) 
Ditta on 
N Chesapeake channel front weak 
(not vis. on 'IV) 
Slick w/faa. (not vis. on 'IV) 
Slick (not vis. on 'IV) 






~-.:~~.'" '~~""~'~ '~'"'l 
COt .. ENTS 
Pass No. 1 3-SN 
L-Band ti.e: 10 s fast 
SIJSS time: OK 'IV ti.e 
AOL tiJlle: OK 'IV 'l'1.e 
A/C spee·i: 96.2 _/s (187 kn) 
Ground speed: 102 _/s 
Te_p: 23° C 
Side-looking 'IV count: 1551 















TIME (TV) TIME (35 mm) 
20:32:00 tto 35 mm cov~raqe 
:'0:32:24 
20:33:12 








IP (outside view of ~J--off 
to riqht of fliqht line) 
Data on 
Beach 
Boat out of picture 
Ch~sapeake channel front (weak) 
(not vis. on TV) 





Pass No. 12-95 
L-Bitnd time: 10 s fast 
SUSS tiMe: OK 'IV tille 
AOL ti ... : OK 'IV tillle 
Headinq: 231· 
Wind: 210°; 2.6 ./s (5 kn) 
Ground ,>peen: 99 _/s 
Side-loo~inq 'IV count: 1660 
--.~~~ 
1 
























TIME (TV) TIME (35 mm) 














Slick south Ch!~sapeake channel 
(not vis. on 'IV) 
Foam line On Uorth C.C. 
(not vis. on 'IV) 
Front (not vi~. o~ 'IV) 
Boat/front (not vis. on 'IV) 
Data off 
Lighthouse 






Pass No. 13-9N 
L-Band ti.e: 11 s fast 
SUSS time! 1 s fast 
"OL time: OK 'IV tao 
Audio poor on video 
Heading: 042· 
Wind: 200·J 3.6 _Is (7 kn) 
Ground speed: 104 _Is 1 
1 Side-lookinq 'IV count: 1706 
i 
~I 
h..5rsnrrr 2m . 7 mr!!r. rn1UlIwnf$f 0....... ,-,-_ . 






t y I 













TIME ('IV) TIME (35 mm) 













IP (off to the right of screen) 
Ditta on 
Beach 
Wakes on front (not vis. on 'IV) 
Foam line (not vis. on 'IV) 
Front to foem (not vis. on 'IV) 
N Chesapeake channel front 
(not vis. on 'IV) 
S Chesapeake channel front 
(not vis. on 'IV; 
James River front 




Pass 110. 1 2-1 OS 
L-Band ti_e: 11 s fast 
SUSS tine: 1 s fast 
AOL time: OK 'tV tiae 
AUliio poor on video 
Headinq: 2:'-0° 
Win~: 265°; 2.6 _/s (5 kn~ 
Ground speed: 98 _/s 
Side-lookiflC) 'IV count: 84 
(Tape '4) 













































IP (missed IP passed over bridge 
North of toll plaza) 
Data on 
Slick at N Chesapeake ~annel front 
(not vis. on 'IV) 
Slick (just North of channel) 
(not vis. on 'IV) 
Front (not vis. on 'IV) 
Foam line (not vis. on TV) 
Front (not vis. on TV) 
Front (North channel) 
(not vis. on 'IV) 
Data off 
~-'t.~....-<" -~~.~-.. ~. .~~- ~ ~.'~ 
CCMMENTS 
Pass No. 1 3-1 ON 
L-Brl.1d ti_e: 11 s fast 
Sttss tillle: 1 s fast 
AOL till*': OK TV ti.e 
Audio poor on video 
Hea~inC!l: 038· 
Wind: 247·; 1.5 ~/s (3 kn) 
A/e spee~: 97.7 _/s (190 kn) 
Ground speed: !02 _/s 
TeIllP: 21° C 
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DATA ARCHIVE FILE 
Film data is archived in a user file at the Department of Oceanography at 
Old Dominion University. These data include: 
(1) Six rolls of 35-mm color film, each lOa-feet long, covering the 
entire mission; 
(2) Nine rolls of 70-mm infrared film, each 20-feet long, covering the 
drift card portion of the study; and 
(3) Nineteen VHS cassettes of closed-circuit television coverage of 
the entire mission (nine cassettes looking downward, 10 cassettes 
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